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My dear Senator O'Mahoney:
As the Commission's representative 011 your Committee, I have the
honor to transmit herewith a report on "The Distribution of Ownership in
the 200 Largest Non-Financial Corporations. II This report was prepared
by the staff of the Securities and Exchange Commission and is submitted
as part of a study of corporate practices which the Temporary National
Economic Committee assi,ned to the Commission.

I.

Back,round fo~ Study of the
of Laree Corporations

Distri~ution

of Stock Ownership

This study of the distribution of stock ownership and control in the
200 largest corporations was assigned to the Commission by the Committee
as an essential part of the investigation into the "concentration of economic power in their (the large corporations') financial control over production and distriblltion of. goods and services" ordered by Congress in its
joint resolution of June 16, 1938. These 200 large corporations account
for the bulk of activities in manufacturing and mining industries, electric
and gas utilities, transportation and communication, and, accordingly, an
analysis of the distribution of their ownership gives a picture of the
ownership of most of the Nation's productive facilities. Such ownership
provides, of course, a significant clue to the ultimate center of economic
power in these flelds.
!~

The flgures ""hich have been assembled in this report present for the
first time on a broad scale information on the size distribution of shareholdings in these 200 corporations and on the largest shareholdings appearing on the books of these corporations. The data are shown in more detail
and, in several respects, presented with greater refinement than has been
possible in previou3 studies in this field. They permit the study of some
important aspects of the ownership of large corporations which h~ve remained
largely unexplored and include the first detailed information on foreign
ownership of a considerable number of large corporations.
The report is primarily statistical and the information presented has
been based wherever possible on primary sources. An effort has been made to
present the original data as fully as possible to enable members of Congress
and others interested in the problem of distribution of ownership in large
corporations to rearrange the material and to analyze it from whatever
point of view seems desirable. Material submitted in reports under the
several Acts administered by the Securities and Exchange Commission greatly
facilitated the task of assembling the data for this study.
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II.

Summary of Findinfs

Omitting the explanations and qualifications set forth in the text,
the chief findings of the report may be briefly summarized as follows:
1. Three family groups - the du Ponts, the Mellons and the
Rockefellers - have shareholdings valued at nearly $1,400,000,000 which
directly or indirectly give control over fifteen of the.200.1ar~est nonfinancial corporations with agsregate assets of over $8,000,000,000 - or
more than 11 percent of their total assets • . Thirteen family groups - inclnding these three - with holdings worth $2,700,000,000 own over 8 percent
of the stock of the 200 corporations.
2. Only one-half of the lar~e shareholdings of individuals in the 200
corporations are in the direct form of' outright ownership, the other half
being represented by trust funds, estates and family holding companies.
The study clearly shows the importance of these instrumentalities for perpetuating the unity of control over a block of stock held by an individual
or the members of a family.
3. Each large interest group has shown s. strong tendency to keep its
holdings concentrated in the enterprise in which the family fortune originated. It is apparently uncommon for the income from the original investment (or other income) to be utilized in the acquisition of large or controlling positions in other big corporations. The branching out of the
Mellon femily into a dominating position in balf a dozen important corporations in as many industries is rather unusual and not duplicated among the
other interest groups controlling any of the 200 corporations. Many large
family interest groups, however, have greatly expanded their industrial
sphere of influence by indirect means, viz., the acquisition of control
over additional enterprises by the corporations whlch they control, such
acquisitions being financed mainly out of undistributed profits.
4. In the case of about 40 percent of these 200 largest corporations,
one family, or a small number of families, exercise either absolute control, by virtue of ownership of a majority of the voting securities, or
working cont"rol through ownership of a substantial minority of the voting
stock. About 60 of the corporations, or an additional 30 percent, are controlled by one or more other corporations. Thus, a small group of dominant
security holders is not in evidence in only 30 percent of the 200 large corporations.

. 5. The financial stake of officers and directors in their own corporations is relatively small. Officers and directors own six percent of
the common stock and slightly over two percent of the preferred stock of
the 200 corporations. One-half of the individual officers and directors
own securities having a market value (as of September 30, 1939) of less
than $20,000 each. There were only 245 cases - or slightly more than one
per company.- in which a single officer or director held stock worth more
than $1,000,000 in his corporation. But these few cases accounted for 87
percent of the aggregate value of holdings of all officers and directors.
Most of the larg~ holdings are in the hands of officers or directors who
represent dominant or controlling family €roups.
II
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6. The 20 largest shareholdings in each of the 200 corporations account, on. the avera~e, for nearly one-third of the total stock. In the
average corporation the maj or i ty of the vot1n~ po . . rer is concentrated in the
hands of not much over one percent of the stockholders.

7. Another aspect of concentration of ownership in the 200 corporations is shown in the distribution of all stock outstanding by the market
value of indIvidual shareholdings ~ a type of information hitherto unavailable. There were about 4.000,OOO,shareholdlngs with a value of less
than $500 - out of a total of nearly 8,500,000 record shareiloldings in the
200 corporations - but they comprised onlY,three percent of the value of
all shares of the 200 corporations. The 1,375,000 shareholdings worth $501
to $1,000 apIece made up only another three percent. On the other hand,
there were 415,000 shareholdings with a value of over $10,000 each which
accounted for about seventy percent of the value of the total stock outstanding in the 200 corporations.
8. The number of Americans owning corporate stock is smaller than generally believed and probably amounts to only eight to nine million. Thus;
less than one in five persons receiving income own corporate stock. (These
flgures, of course, do not include persons who are indirect stockholders
through insurance companies, banks, etc., nor, of c'ourse, do they represent
the total number of investors.)
On the average, every stockholder holds sh3res in three different stock
issues and in about two and one-half corporations. However, considerably
over one-half of all stOCkholders own shares of one issue only. In general
the number of issues held increases fairly rapidly with income though even
indiViduals with large income are generally ~tockholders in only a relatively
moderate number of different corporations.

9. The great bulk of the ei~ht to nine million domestic stOCkholders
own only small amounts of stock and the dividends they receive 'represent but
a minor proportion of their total income. About half of all stockholders
have an, annual diVidend income of less than $100 and holdings worth less
than $2,000. The group which depends economically to a large extent on the
dividends from corporate stocks or the market value of those stoc~s is very
small and pr~bably numbers not much more than 500,000 people.
10. The ownership of the stock of all American corporations is highly
concentrated. For example, ten thousand persons (0.008 percent of the
popUlation) own one-fourth, and severity-five t.housand persons (0.06 percent
of the population) own fully one-half, of all corporate stock held by indiViduals in this country.
11. Foreign investors have a considerable stake in the stock of the
200 largest non-financial corporations. Stockholders residing outside the
United States are estimated to own over six percent of the common stock and
nearly four percent of the preferred stock of these corporations, their
holdlngs,having a value at the end of 1937 of about $1,800,000,000 and
$200,000,000 respectively. These individual holdings represent not less
than about three-quarters of total foreign portfolio investments in the stock
of all American corporations. Foreign ownership exceeds ten percent of
total stock outstanding in about one-tenth of the 200 corporations. Foreigners, however, apparently have majority control of only one of the 200
corporations, the Shell Union Oil Corp., though their holdings are also very
substantial in Allied Chemical & Dye Corp. and The American Metals Co. Ltd.

III.
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CHAPTER I
SCOPE AND MEANING OF STUDY OF DISTRIBUTION
OF OWNERSHIP IN LARGE CORPORATIONS
1.

Place of study in the arenda of the Temporary nat iona l Economic Commi ttee

The importance wi thin the agenda of the Temporary National Economic Committee of a study of the distribution of ownership in corporations is, perhaps, indicated by the fact that the President, in his message to Congress
of Apr 11 20, 19.38 on "strengthening and Enforcement of Anti-'Irus t Laws", 11
chose as his first topic the concentration of economic power, and devoted a
considerable part of his discussion of that subject to the distribution of
stock ownership in corporations. His statement may serve as an apt introduction to this report: "The danger of this centralization [of corporate
assets and income] is not reduced or eliminated, as is sometimes urged, by
a wide public distribution of their securities. The mere number of security
holders gives little clue to the size of their individual holdings or to
their actual ability to have a voice in the management. In fact, the concentration of stock ownership of corporations in the hands of a tiny minority
of the population matches the concentration of corporate assets." This report supports, it is claimed, the president's assertion that the mere number
of security holders obscures the more important fact of concentration of
s.tock ownership in the hands of re lative ly few persons. It also provides
important clues towards an answer to the second assertion that most security
holders have little voice in the management. A full study of this problem,
however, lies beyond the province of this report.
While the total number of Americans owning the corporate stock is known
to be lar~e, the correct figure has been uncertain, with no attempt at a
careful determination made since 1932. Utilization of new and more comprehensive material has permitted the esti~ation for this study of the number of
stockholders within a reasonable margin of error. The number of men and
women owninll, at the present time, stock in at least one corporation is
found to be probably between 8,000,000 and g,ooo,OOO or 6 to 7 percent of the
country's population. This figure is considerably lower than the prevalent
rou,h estimates, which have placed the number of stockholders at between
10,000,000 an~ 15,000,000.
OnlY about 1 in 15 inhabitants of this country and less than 1 in 5
persons receiving income owns corporate stock. Most of these stockholders
receive only very small amounts of dividends or none at all. Indeed, it is
probable that about one-half of the 8,500,000 stockholders receive less than
$100 in dividends even in a year of relativel:,' large dividend disbursements
suc~ as 1937, and that not more than about 2,000,000 stockholders have an
annual dividend income of more than $500. Dividend income, and its fluctuations, are of ~uch less importance for the economic well-being of most of
the remaining 6,500,000 stockholders - and for many of the 2,000,000 stockholders with dividend income of over .500 -- than regularity of employment,
the level of wage and salary rates or the size of their other income.

11 For full text see "Investigation of Concentration of Economic Power",
Part 1, Exhibit No.1, pp. 185-191.
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- 2 At least three out of four stockholders are not dependent for their livelihood on the vicissitudes of their shareholdings. They are not a distinct
droup with a predominant interest in high dividend rates or high prices of
stocks. The number of persons for whom stocks consti tute the rna,j or source
of income and the maj or portion of property is very small. ! t is unlikely
that this ~roup comprises much more than 500 ,000 per~;ons or one-half percent of the population. For the remaining eight million stockholders the
di vidends they receive are only a supplement, 'though so!netimes an import,ant
one, to their income. Their shareholdinds represent only part of their
wealth, though often not a negligible part. Safeguarding the inteeri ty of
the stock investment of these 8,000,000 stockholders a~ainst encroachment by
large stockholders, management or creditors is, therefore, an es~;ential
problem of public policy not so much on account of the contribution stocks
make to their income and capital as for two other reasons:
(1)
The necessity of preserving or stren,thening the faith of this numerous ~rou? of
people of generally moderate income 1n the equitableness of the ,economic
system under which they live: and (2) the importance of creating conditions
which favor a,nd justi.fy the purchase by millions of small investors of eqnity
securi ties in enterprises with which they cannot maintain direct contacts
and which they cannot effectively supervise by 'their own unaided efforts.

2.

Scofe of study

While a broad picture of the concentration of ownership of all corporate
stock has been available for many years in the Treasury's "Statistics of
Income", very little has been !U10II/D hitherto about, the distribution of ownershlp of stock in lndi vidual corporations. I t is kno"m, of course, tha.t the
stock of the great maj ori ty of all small and medium-5i zed corporations is
owned by a very small number of stockholders, usually members of a family
or a small 0roup of business associates. Figures have also baen widely
publicized of the large number of individuals owning stoele in some giant
corporations. However, wi t11 few exceptions -- mainly the result of the
report.s ITlade under Sectlon 16 (a) of the Secur'i tiHs Exchange Act of 1934,
section 17 (a) of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 and of
special investiQations conducted under Congressional mandate -- not much
information has been available on the distribution and concentration of stock
ownership in l>ndividtlal large corp0l"at.ions. Exploration of this problem,
" the main iIlimedi?te objective of this study.
therefore, forms
The select,ion of the corporations to be included in 9.."1 ij)te~1sive study
of the ownership of equity securities was dictated by the major objective
of the Temporary National }<:;conomic Commlttee, i. e., the study of "the concentration of economic power in and financial control over production and dist.rHI\.lt.ion of goods and services. "2,1 In keeping with this obj ective i t was
decided to limit the study to larQe corporations engaged directly or throu~h
wholl~' owned subsidiaries in the production of goods and services, omit.tin~
large corporations in the financial field, such as commercial banks, trust
companies, insurance companies and .investment compa111es. The deciSion to
exclude financial corporation:; was influenced by the fact that the distr ibution of o,.;nership and the cl)ntrol of two important branches of finance, the
11 fe insurance companies and investment companies and trusts have been the
subj ec:~~.the recen.:t past of ~~dY an~.~~tlgat~on by federal agencies. 3./

~I

Public Resolution No.' 113,

"2.1

See, for life insurance companies, '~nvestigation of Concentration of
EconQmic Powar", Parts 4, 10, lOa, and, for investlnent companies, the report of the SeeUl'i tIes anti Exchange Commission on "Investment Trusts and
Investment Companies" Part Two, ':;.~t.e:j '.,

75th

Con~. 3d Sess., Section 2 (a).
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- 3The spe.-::i fic number of large non-financi al corporations to be included
1n this study \.,ras, to a certain extent, arbi trnr:Y' and cont.inJent upon the
avallabill toy of mater-al and t.he amount of time and personnel alloted to the
study. \vhile it ~as essential to cover in this i~rollp of corporations a large
propOl·tion of the non-financial sp.ctor of the co.rporat.-e economy, the number
of corporations to be included had to be kept as small as compatible with
this objective in Ordf!r to make possible analysis of individual cases
and to prevent the study from becoming umlield~'.
The number was finally set
at 200 since it was found that inclusion of the 200 largest non-financial
corpora.tions would insure a coverage of not much less than one-half of the
total assets, dividends, shareholdings and stockholders 1/ of all non-financial
domestic corporations.~/
Limitation of the study to the 200 lar~e5t nonfinancial corporat.ions seemed the more justified as basic data on the nize distribution of ownership in an a.ddi tional 1500 large and medium-size corporCltiohS
with securities listed on a national securities ~xchanQe are presented in a
companion report.

The ~O non-financial corporations included in this study have been
selected oti the basii of the balance dh~et vrilue at their iotal ~~s~ts at the

9./

end of the fi se al year 193~1.
The most lmporto.nt excAptions to this general
principle of ~;electi()n consisted in (1) the eliminat.ion of comp;lnies in
receivership or bBn~ruptcy on January 31, 1940, and (2) the exclusion of
corporations the m~;j ori ty of whose common stock was owned by a company already
included in the t5roup of the 200 largest non-finane-ial corporations, unless
the valuf; o!' CClillmon and preferred stock issued by the subsidiar,Y and outstanding with the ?ubllc exceeded $60,000,000, the minilr1tlll! lilr11t of assets which
determined the inclusion or non-inclusion of R corporatlon in the study.!/
The study thur,; covers, broadly speakln~, the 200 nOli-financi al corporations
(ot.her than con;panies in bankruptcy and receivershIp and sl.ll)sidiaries without.
sufficient publicly held equi ty secllri t.ies) which had total balance sheet

1/

The report dist.i.nSl.lishes throughout between the two t'~rlns "stockholder" an('
"sharehold.inJ". A stockholder is a person (includinG a corporn.tion) who
owns shar.O's of one or more issues of stock of one or more corporations;
a shareholdill!t is a block of shares of one issue of stock, which block is
either oWlt'ed benefiCially by one person (a beneficial shareholdlng), or
re~istered in the books of the lssuinQ corporation in the name of one
person (a book or record shareholdin~).

~/

A factor in fixing the number at 200 was the precedent established by
earlier studies .in this field, especially "The Modern Corporation and
Private Property" by Berle and ~1eans, and "The Structurt~ of the American
tconorn;Y''' by the National Hesources Comllii ttee.

~/

For a more detailed description of the principles followed in selecting
the 200 corporations, see Appendix V.

!I

A .'few addi t.ional deviations which \<Iere found necessary are- described in
Appendix V. While the principle of selection was $imilar to tbat emplo:',red
by Berle and HeMS, the group of corporations included in this study differs considerably from that used by Eerle and Means, mainly because of the
exclusion of companies in bankruptcy, thE! inclusion of a number of closel;y"
held large corporl-ltions and changes in total asset.s bet\-leen 1932 and
1937. The differences in the lists are discussed briefly in Appendix V.
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-4assets of over 860,000,000 at the end of the fiscal year 1937. The exceptions
m.ade from this principle of selection are sufficier:tl~,' small t.o justify the '~~
si~nilti()11 of the group finally chosrm as the 200. h.rge:stnoll-financial corpor.ations.
These 200 corporations at t.he end of 1937 had assets of nearly
~;70,OOO,(lOO,OOO, or about 25 percent of the assets of all corporations and

about 45 percent of those of all non-financi~l corporations. They pald, in
193'7, about ~2,OOO,OOO,OOO in dividends, or about 40 percent of dividends
paid b~r all corporations and lt5 percent of those of all non-financial corporations. ~/ TIley had about eif:h t and one-hal f mUllon shareholdings or about
one-third of the shareholdings in all American corporation.:; and about two-fifth?
of those in all non-financial corporations. Perhaps more important than these
fi~ures is the fact. that the 200 .-::orporations predominated in c:ll1lost all of
t.he major manufC:',cturing industries of the country, its electric, gas and \vater
utili ties, i ts railro~·.ds, and large secti.ons of its 1'et1\il di stri.bution and
its servi.ce industries.
For these 200 large corporations this report shows the size distribution
of book s1:.areholdin~s (Chapter III), analyzes the ho~_c1.i.:1gs of offi.-::ers and
directors (Chapter IV) and of for,:~ign s·tockholders (Cl~apJ.;,er VIII;, and studies
the 20 largest. book sLareh.oldin~)s, first for broa(~ rirollT'~; of' t::ompani.es
(Chapter V) and then 1."01' indi.vidual copporat.ior;s (Ch';:.ptcrs VI ar_d VII).
As
a result of this study it is now known approximately what proport,io!1 of shares
outstanding is held In sl'1a11, rled.i.um-si~ed and large block~" wl',.a.t proportion
is held b,Y the man<1geJllellt and by large stockholders not vlsibl;y' represented in
the mana,1E:ment, what proportion is held abroad, and ,·,ho 3.:['(;' tb~ la!'[-~e and
probably the dominant stockholders of the 200 lar~est non-financial American
corporations. Material is pre8cnted in a cOlilpanic.n report on th0 size distribution of ownership, t,hont~h not. on i+.s other ChaT'l;l.ct,=:ristics, for over
1,700 cOl~oratio~s with close to 14,000,000 book shareholdings, including
abou·~ 1~:' cori)ora tions wi th approximately 8,000 ,000 shareholdin gs . .,hich form
part of t.he group of the 200 lar~est non-financial corporations.
The emphasis i.n this report is placed 011 priniary fact.ual infor!l!ation,
i. e.:. stc:.tist.ical t.ables aud lists of data pertainint~ to individual stock
issues. It. hps been felt. prefera.ble to preserlt t.he oriRillal data as fully
as pOSSible, thus enabling Con~ress ard other students int~rcst·,,~d in the
problew of distribution of ownershi;,) in la.rge corporations to rearranl~e the
material in such l~ays as may best be adapted to ·their purposes and to analyze
the I~r:.terial along vario'Lts lines which it has not been possible to follo~1 in
this study. It is mainly for this reason t.hat the presentation is not restrict€'d to tables showing; Cli;gregc.te figures for shareholdings of all the 200
large corporations and for certa:i.!l industry, size 9.1Jd stock price ~roups of
corporations, but that there are also F.tade available to the reader In PPP(?ndixcs III, vn, VIII and x: all qle important data for each of the !llOr0 than
400 issues of common and preferred stock of the 200 corpor~tions.

3.

Sources of data

lfuile the sources and the nature of the dat.a utilized will he explained
in full ln each of the fol1owin~ chapters, it may be helpf·.ll at t!1is point
to summarize the sources of the roaterial on ~iliich this report is based.

------------_._---------------------•.. _----------§./

._-_ _--_ _..

...

Ther;e figures are after the exclusion of intercorr>or~te dIvidends.
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- 5Practically ".11 the llIaterial und.erlyi.ng Chapters II! to VII was obtained
through qnest.ionnoo..i.res answered by the 200 corporations included in the study
and by many of their /.)fficet's, directors and shareholders.
In particular,
the data for Cha.pter III were collect/~d with the help of a questlonnaire 2.1
addressed to the 200 corporations. The basic rrlaterial for Chapter IV consiBted, for the ~reat ma.,jori. ty of the corporations, of the reports of their
offlcers, direct.ors and principal stockholders, made to the Securities ::md
Excbange COlTlmis3ion under Sectlor~ 16 (a) of the Securities Exchange Act of
19~4.' Many of th(~se reports, however, were I'e interpreted or an~ended through
direct co:rrespondence with these stockholders to make the information usable
for this study. They were supplemented by reports from the directors and
officers of those companies without any issue of equity securities listed on
a na tiona). securi ties exchange and, there fore, not falling wi thin the purview
of Section lC (a). The lists of the 20 largest book shareholdings on which
Chapt~rs V to VIr are based were obtained directly from the 200 corporations.
The Infonn~\tion, h()1I1(:~ver, was supplemented in n\1lneronS cases by information
derived from correspondence with the record holders.
The material presented
in Chapter VIII on the holdln~s of fore.i.~n stockholders was obtJained from
data on dividend payments to forei[~ners collected by the Bureau of Internal
Revel1ue.
In contrast to Chapters III to VIII, l.,rhich aI'f~ based almost entirel~7 on
mat.erial hitherto unavailable, the discussion of the nmlber and distribution
of stockholders and shareholdings in all American corporat.ions presented in
Chapter II uses to a considerable extent r>ublishec1 data, parti.cularly statistics of t.he Bureau of Int.e~·nal Fevenue, supple!",ent.ed by material collected by
the Income Tax Study, a Works Pro.i ects Administration pro.j ect sponsored by the
Treasury Department, emu ot.her primary mat.erial which has recently become
available.

4.

Some implications end limitations of study

'l'his study of the ~OO largest non-financial co~poration5 has sholoJl1 C\
hi~h de:jree of concentration of oHnership.
'1'1;e top 1 percent:.. of boo¥~ st?,.,eholdings, for exali1ple, accounted for about 60 percent of t.he COlnmon shares of
these cO!'poraYi.ons. For most of th'E! individllal co:rlpanies r,ot much j~10re than
one percent of the common shareholdin~s of record comprised the majority of
all cc·mmc,n stock outstandi.nr;. The 20 lar8est book shareholding:; acconnted
for more than 50 perce!itof the common stock ou'tstandin~ in about one-fourth
of the 200 corporations: from 25 to 50 percent in one-fifth of the corporations;
and frol;, 10 to 25 percent in one-third of the corporations.101

-----._-----------9)

~QI

I,'

f'or a

CON!

of tbi s Cluestionllaire see Appendlx XII.

Book Bhareholdin~s, as reflected in the books of the corporations, are in
many respects an inadequate measure of the distribution of the ult.imate
beneficial ownership of stock. A small proportion of the names appearin, in the books of the corporations are not those of the beneficial
owners but. t.hose of nomi.nees, such as brok'.=rs, banks and trustees.
Thus,
what appe[.)'I's to bl':! a ) aqfe cO!lcentrat.ed block may in reali-c.y represent
the property' of numerous owners, each of whom holds but a small nu.mber
of s;,ares. On the other har!d, the beneficial owner of a lar~e amount of
stock may have distributed his holding amon~ several nominees.
These
dlfficulties are discussed in some detail in Chapter III.
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-6Among the 19( issues of preferred stock of these corpora.tions there \.;ere

32 ins"La.nces i:1 which the 20 largest record owners hf')ld over 50 percent
of the issl1(~: about '!A cases in which they held from 25 to 50 percent; and
another ~!O instances in which they h!'}ld from 10 to 25 percent.
As B first step in an analysis of the control situation in lar~e
corp,orations, the shares held by family and other interest fjroups, ...,hleh
may be scattered over a number of record holdings and often represent legally distinct holdings, must be brought together. A considerable amount of
this reclassification of record holdings nas been done in the listin~s of
the leeal and beneficial holders of the 20 largest record sbareholdings
sho~m in Appendix X and discussed in Chapters VI and VII.
~ven a cOMbination of distinct record holdin~s of voting stock which
e.c·Lually wo~'l{ 1n concert does not yet deflni tely solve the problems of \'Iho
ordlnarilJ' controls each of the 200 corporations and under what circumstances
such control, thou~h secure in the t!sual course of events, !flip-h·t be end~!13ere(i
or lo~t.
The material presented in Chapters VI and VIr of thts r;tud~', ho"lever. identifies not only the large actually controllind blocks of stock
bllt provides iuformation all the existence of minot'i ty hlocks which, due to a
realiEnMent of forces, might become },.Iart of a controlli!1g~roup. Also, by
showing the ways in which the beneficial holdin~s of fam.iliea ~ld interest
groups ha.v~ been bro)cen up an:on~ separate individuals and legal instrument,alities,!1/ information has been developed that not only indicates the location
of control in the recent past but also the lines alon~ which control might
b(~ re:":lrr;;mged at somtl fut.l.lr~ date.' The ma"terlal pres,:.;)te,j in this study
thus sheds li~ht on situations in which, although lar~e family ag~re~ations
of stock exist, owr,.Drship and management are sepe'.rated as in companies wi th
a widely dispersed stock ownershIp, but for a different reason, viz, because
of the legal separation between voting control of and beneficial interest
in the income from such a~~reBations of stock. A consideration of such
situations leads to forms of control, not covered by this study, which are
independent of or are not primarily dependent on ownership.

Studies and investidations, many of them made by a~encies of the Federal
government, 'tlave in recent years brought to the attention of Contiress a.nd of
the public th~ various forms and t.he prevalence of device:3 of ccmtl'ol ov~r
corpora~Jions other than the outl'il~ht ownership 0: stoc}: elr:bodyine cont.rol
Pl"opol'tlona.te to the capital contributed by all stockholders. Votin8 t.rusts,
nonvotin~ stocks, stocks with multiple votin~ rights, blank stock (authorization to issue unUmi ted amounts of stock I'll thou t extending preernpti ve
rights t.o old stocldlo1ders), management stock and lIlana~;ement co"tracts are
s(')liie of the more in'i)Ortant of these devices. Other -t,ypes of control d(~vices
which confer a power of control much lari~er than correspond~:; to investr.:ent
are N!presented b~r p~rl'aldded cap! tal structures and holding company s.'1stems.
Here a relati vi;:l~' small investment in the votins st,Qck of the top company of
the ;;roup >~ives control over the much larger funds contributed by all stockholders in the entire Sroup of companies. Often equally effective and muct
more C01Ill!lOn as a. met.hod of control, however, is the power residint~ in the

e

11 fTl1 -;;'-t~-i mp~;t;:~~t·-~f- th

1;;;- 1 eGa1 ---_._-,-----_._-----------instrumentalities, trusts and personal

holdinl~

companies, ure mechanisms fol" }{eepln~ to~ethE'r blocks of stock
~hlch may represent a controllin~ or !nfll1enti~l position in one or a
nll.(hber of corporations.
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control over the proxy machinery, a power stron~ly Rb~tted by the inertia of
the ~reat mass of small stockholders. This power is wielded, in most cases,
by the officers of the corporation who, in turn, are largely dependent on
the support or acquiescence of the larr~e stockholders unless holdinss are
very wldely scattered.
The present report does not deal with these control devices. They are
hardly open to statistical study and can be explored only b~' an analysis of
individual cases, such as was devoted, for example, to investxr:ent cO:"lpcmies
and trusts in the Securities and Exchan~e Commission's study.12/ These
devices, however, are only additions to ownership control. l1an~r of them are
(.Inci llary to or dependent on ownership for their effecti ve working. Notwithstanding the great importance of these devices, particulc,rl:,' the control
oyer the proxy machinery, ownership of vot,in!~ stock remains the basic, the
stablest and the most secure vehicle of control.
The hi~h degree of concentration of ownership found in this study must. therefore, be rei52.rded as
the minimum measure of control over the 200 lar~est non-financial American
corporations exercised by a SI!lall number of large stockholders.

13/

See the Securities and Exchange Cormnlssl.on's report on "Investment
Trusts and Investment Companies", Part Two, ell.· v, p.y51 et seq. and

Part Three, Ch.II, p. 51 et seq.
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r.rHE DISTEIBUTION OF OWNERSHIP OF AMERICAN CORPOHATIONS

Before reporting the results of the detailed stud~" of the distribution
of stock ownership in the 200 largest non-financial corporations, it will be

helpful to present a brief overall pict.ure of the number of stocj{holders and
shareholdings and of the distribution of ownership in all domesti.: corporations.
Such a picture is of considerable interest in itself in any study of
onr corporate system and will, in addition, permit e. rough compa.rison of the
dIstribution of stock ownership of the 200 corporations presented in Chapters
III to VII! with that of all domestic corporations.
Much of the material used in this chapter has not been available previously. Utilization of this material has permitted a more accurate characterizatlon of importaIlt aspects of the distrib 11tlon of stock m·mership in
Amorlcan corporations than has been possible in the past. A fairly detailed
description of the sources of the material utilized in this chapter, the
method!'; of estimat.ion and their limitations as well as a fuller treatment of
the results ""ill be found in Appendix I and II.
The I,resent distribution of ownership

1.

a.

Types of stockhoLder's

At the end of 19.Yl, approximately 35 percent of' the stock of all
American corporations was owned by other domestic corporations,!/ about 1
percent by non-profit lnstitutions, and b~tween 2 percent and 3 percent by
foreigners. The remainder, somewhat over 60 percent of the total stock outstanding, was owned by domestic individuals and estates and trusts, the latter accounting for somewhat over 10 percent of the outstanding stock. ~I
About 10 percent of all stock, comprisin~ close to 20 percent of the stock
owned directly by incllviduuls, Wt~S registered in the names of brokers. 3.1
In the remainder of the chapter certain sections will be concerned with
all types of st.ockholders, while others ;./ill be devoted to domestic individI'·
uals only. Where the difference is of any importance, it will be pointed

out.

1/

------_.. _---_._---_.•
l/

?!

..

__ __ __._._--_._-.

.

Irlcludes relatively sma.ll amounts owned by personal holding compani.es.
These estimates are based largely on the statistics of diVidends received,
compiled by the )3u1"::8u of Internal Revenne.

a:.::,

31 In appendix I, it Is indicated that somewhat over 10 percent of all stock
listed on the New York Stock Exchange was re~istered in the names of
brokers. Th1s percentage was reduced to 10 percent in estimating roughly
the proportion of all stock registered in the names of brokers. Such stocJ,
is estimated to have comprised close to 20 percent of the stock owned
directly by individuals on the assumption that only a small proportion of
the shares owned by corporations or fiduciaries was re~iBtered in the
names of brokers.
exampl~, in considering the concentration of ownership of all American
corporatioI,s as a. whole, the discussioIl is best confined to individuals an(~
estates a~ld trusts, since the intercorporate holdings cancel out. On the
other hand, this Is not true of the concentration of ownership in individual corporations or in the aver2J~ A"~"~~?~I~~

il For
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- 9 b.

Number of stockholders

At the end of 1937 there were, it is estimated, from 8,000,000 to
9,000,000 persons in this country owning stock in at least one corporation. 5.1
The figure appears to be valid also for the end of 1939. This estimate is
substantially below the prevalent rough approximations of 10,000,000 to
15,000,000 stockholders. §! It implies that only about one out of every fifteen inhabitants of this country and less than one out of every five inco~e
recipients owned corporate stock.
Though the number of stockholders at the end of 1937 (or 1939) was probably in the nei~hborhood of 8,000,000 to 9,000,000, the number may have been
as low as 7,000,000 or as high as 10,000,000. A considerable degree of confidence CDn be put in these limits because they are based on separate estimates made by four methods largely independent of each other. 11
c.

Relations bet",'ccr. income a.nd stock ol,mership

fl.!

The great majority of these 8,000,000 to 9,000,000 stockholders have
small incomes, with over 90 percent receiving net incDme of less than $5,000
in 1937.

-_ _-

--_._-_..

.

5./

The number of foreign, corporate, and insti tutlonal stockholders i.n
American corporations is very small in comparison to the number of domestic
individual stockholders (See Appendix I). For qualifications of the estimate of the total number of stockholders, see ide

2/

For instance, the estimate of 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 for 19.32 in "The
Security Markets, " published by the Twentieth Century Fund, and the estimate of 15,000,000 in the April 1938 issue of "Investor America," a publication of the American Federation of Investors.

1/

The first method of approach is based on the allocation of dividends received by domestic individuals to different income groups, the data being
obtained primarily from Federal income tax returns. For some of these
groups, the number of dividend reCipients is kno':m, while for others it may
be estimated on the basis of an assunled average dividend receipt per individual. This method reSUlts, after an upward adjustment for persons owning
non-dividef\(i-paying stocks only, in an estimate of about 6,000,000 to
7,000,000 itockho1ders in 1937. The second method, also largely based on
Federal income tax data, stRrts with an analysis of the proportion of persona in the different income levels who received dividends. This method
1,~t\dsto an estima·te of about 7,000.000 to 8.000,000 stockholders in 1937.
A
third estimate of about 10,000,000 stockholders is obtained by dividing the
estimated number of shareholdings of domestic individuals in American corporations by the estimated £verage number of stock issues held by such persons, the latter being approximated on the basis of a sa~ple of Federal income tax returns. The fourth approach, completely independent of the t~ree
others, is based on a survey conducted in November 1939 covering a sample
of 5,000 persons· chosen so as to be representative of the ieneral adult
population with respect to sex, marital status, age, geographical distribution al1d economic level. The results of this survey, made for the New
York Stock Exchange by Elmo Roper, were summar i zed in tI'l'h(! Excbange",
January 1940, pp. 14-16. This inquiry showed that about 18 percent of the
persons interviewed owned stock. If this ratio is applied to the appropriate population, an esti~ate of about 9,000,000 stockholders is obtained.

§/ The discussion in this sectlon is confined to domestic indiViduals and
eatates and trusts.

- 10 The prevalence and importance of stock ownership vary greatly among persons of different economic levels. ~/ The proportion of stockholders is lowest among people of small means and steadily increases with total income.
For the country as a whole somewhat less than 20 percent of all inconle recipients own stock in at least one corporation. However, probably fewer than 10
percent of individuals with an income of less than $1,000 belong to the stockholdin~ group.
The proportion increases rapidly with income as indicated by
the fnct that 70 percent of individuals with income in the neighborhood of
$10,000 and almost all persons (94 percent) with income over $50,000 received
dividends in 1937, attestin~ their ownership of at least one issue of
stock. 10/

The importance of dividends as a source of income increases sharply with
total income. For all individuals, dividends in 1937 represented about 7
percent of aggregate income. 111 Dividends, however, constitut~d slightly
over 16 percent of the total income of indiViduals filing Federal income tax
returns. 19l The percentage rose from 5 percent of total income for taxpayers with a net income of less than $5,000 to almost 60 percent of total income for individuals with a net income of $100,000 or more. At the other
extreme, dividends contributed less than 2 percent to the total income of the
approximately 40,000,000 income reCipients not filing tax returns with the
U. S. Treasury. 13.1
Moreover, the importance of dividends as a source of income increases
with total income even among dividend recipients. The proportion of dividends to total income probably was as low as 10 percent in 1937 for dividend
recipients with net income of less than $1,000, while it was higher than 70
percent for dividend recipients with a net income of $100,000 or more. 11/

2/

---.---------.----

Certain shortcomings involved in the use of income tax data for a study
of the relations covered in this section should be mentioned: (1) no
distinction is ffiade between taxable individuals and taxable estates and
trusts; (2) a return lilay cover more than one person, e. g., husband and
wife: and (3) diVidends received through non-taxable fiduciaries are not
reflected 1.n the data. These deficiencies, however, do not affect the
results substantially.

lQ./ Some characteristics of the relationship between income

and the number

of stocks(owned will be presented, infra.
11/ See Survey of Currl~nt Business for June 1940, p. 8.

EI See Statistics of Income for 1937, Part 1,

p. 12.
This estimate takes
into account the fact that over half of the income from fiduciaries is
dividend income.
(rd., pp. 17.3 and 186.)

lj/'These 40,000,000 people are mainly income recIpients with incomes of
less than $1,000 or $2,500, depending on family status, and, in addition,
non-reportin~ persons who did not file income tax returns though le~ally
required to do so.

11/ This

1s the ratio of dividend income to statutory net. income of dividend
recipients. The ratio of dividend income to total income of dividend
reCipients, which cannot be estimated as readilY, would be somewhat
smaller. The difference is considerable only in the very high income
brackets •.

- 11 These figures illustrate the relatively small importance of dividends received
by stockholders with small incomes and show that the incomes of stockholders

of moderate means, who constitute the great majority of the 8,000,000 to
9,000,000 persons owning stock, depend only secondarily on the dividends they
receive.
d.

/V'umber of shareholdinlfs

To complete the overall picture it is necessary to determine the number
of shareholdings in all American corporations, i.e., the number of holdings
of shares by individuals or other classes of holders.!.2! Comparable information
fur the 200 largest non-financial corporations will be presented in Chapter
III.

There were about 17,500,000 shareholdings at the end of 1937 in corporntions with securities listed on a national securities eXChaIl!~e. 1~! The number of shareholdings was obtained for practically all such corporations from
reports submitted by the companies to the Securlties and ExdHmge Commission.
It was also possible to de~ive from reports made to govcrnmGnt agencies or
from financial mRnuals 121 a satisfactory approximation of ~he number of
shareholdings in banks and insurance companies; and in inve~tmen~ companies,
public utility holdlng companies and larQe non-financial companies, ~nne of
whose securities were listed on a national securities exchan~e. The numbe~
of shareholdings in these companies at the end of 193~ is estimated to have
been ahout 4,000,000. A rough estimate had to be made for all other companies, conSisting mainly of over 400,000 small and medium-sized corporations.
,This estimate (based largely on the frequency distribution by size of assets
of practically all corp~rations in the Unitod States and on the relationship
between assets and liumbf<r of shareholdlngs for a sample of co!'porations collected in 1922 by the Federal Trade Commission) indicated the existence of
another 3,000,000 to 6,000,000 shareholdings. The total numcer of shareholdings in 1937 (or 19.")9), therefore, probably v·las about 26,000,000. !Fl! Approximately five-sixths of these shnreholdings were in common stocks, preferred
sharenoldings aggregating only som.;whnt over 4,000,000. 19..1
Of the total of 26.000,000 shareholdin~s in American corporations, it is
estimated that somewhat le~s than 1,000,000 were owned by domestic corporations and non-profit organizations or by foreign stockholders, with the remaining 25,OO?,OOO owned by domestic individuals.

12/

A stockholder is considered to have as many shar'~holdlngs as the num-

ber of different issues in which he holds stock.
16/ Actually, there were about 15,500,000 book or x'et:!ord shareholdin~s which
.are estimated to represent about 17,500,000 beneficial shareholdings
(See Appendix I).

12/ For details, see id.
1§.! The number of shareholdings may well have heen as low as 24,500,000 or
as high as 27,500,000. For qualifications of this estimate, see id.

}!l/ It is estimated that somewhat over 20,000,000 of the 2G,OOO,oOO shareholdings were in dividend-paying stocks.

- 12 e.

Relation between income and number of shareholdines

The comparison of 26,000,000 shareholdings (of which over 2l,000,000
were in common stockS) and 8,000,000 to 9,000,000 stockholders indicates that
on the average every stockholder held shares in three different stock issues
and in about two and one-half corporations. gQ/ 'rhis average, however, is of
restricted significance in view of the great variability in the number of
stocks owned by individual investors. Considerably over one-half of all
stockholders held shares in one issue only. On the other hand, there were a
~w stockholders who owned shares in over a hundred issues. ~!/
In general
the number of issues ht~ld increased fairly rapidly with a stockholder's total
net income or his dividend income.
Preliminary data, based on a random sample of 5,000 Federal income tax
returns gZI reporting dividend income of less than $10,000 for 1936, indlcate
that stockholders with net income 6f less than $5,000, and m0re than $1,000
or .~,500 (depending on their marital status), received dividends from 2.4
corporations on the average in that year. 23.1 About 62 percent received
dividends from only one corporation and only 3.7 percent held stock in ten or
more corporations paying dividends. Stockholders with net income from $5,000
to $10,000 reported stock holdinQs in about 3.2 dividend-paying corporations
on the avera(~e: 55 percent reported I'eceipt of dividends from one corporation only; another 7.0 percent owned shares in ten or more dividend-paying
corporations.
A comparable preliminary tabulation is also available for all individuals with dividend income of $10,000 or over. Of these persons those with a
net income of $100,000 or more held stock in 25 dividend-paying corporations
on the average, whereas persons with net income from $10,000 to $15,000 held,
on the average, stock in 13 dividend-paying corporations. There were only
41,880 persons with dividend income over $10,000, not much over one-half percent of all dividend reCipients, but they accounted for between 700, 000 and
800,000 shareholdings in.dividend-paying stock issues, or about 4 percent of
the approximately 20,000,000 sh;,\reholdings of domestic individuals in such
stocks.
f.

Concentration of stock ofAmership g1/

Since the total dividends paid by American corporations to domestic individuals an~ fiduciaries in 1937 amounted to somewhat over $4,500,000,000,
the 8,000,000 to 9,000,000 stockholders seem to have received an Rverag~ dividend income of slightly over $500, corresponding to an ;lverage investment
with a market value 0 f a bout $10 ,000 for the year. g5./

lQI
~

211

all
?J.I

------------.--------------------

These averages are not affected substantially by the inclusion of domestic
corporations, non-profit organizations and foreign stockholders. The following discussion is restricted to domestic individuals and estates and
trusts.
In 19.~6,
from 100
See note
There is

101 indiVidual income tax returns reported receipt of diVidends
or more corporations.
9, for an enumeration of some limitations of these data.
no reason to assume that the figures would be much different in

1937.

211

The discussion in this section is confined to domestic individuals and
estates and trusts.

'!il

By the end of the year the average market value of this investment had
deClined, it is estimated, to about $7,000.

- 13 Compared to the average dlvidend incom~ of $500 in 1937, most stockholders received on11 very small amounts in dividends and had correspondingly
small investments in stock. Probably in the neighborhood of half of the
8,000,000 to 9,000,000 stockholders in 1937--a year of relatively hi2h dividend payments--received less than $100 in dividends and not more than
2,000,000 stockholders had an annual dividend income of over $500. There
were not many more than 100,000 stockholders with a dividend income exceeding
$5,000, while fewer than 10,000 individual stockholders received over
$50,000 in diVidends.
The numerous stockholders receivin~ small amounts of diVidends accounted
for only a negligible portion of all dividends received by individuals. In
1937 the 50 percent of the stockhol.ders each of whom received less than $100
in dividends accounted to~ether for considerably less than 5 percent of total
dividend income of individuals. The more than 80 percent of the stockholders
with a dividend income of less than $500 probably received not much over 10
percent of the total dividend income of individuals. 'Thus the importance of
the ownership of corporate stock by these small stockholders is hardly considerable in spite of their large number.
These figures suggest that notwit.hstanding the wide dispersion of ownership indicated by the large number of stockholders, ownership of stock was
highly concentrated in the hands of a relatlvely few persons. This is shown
quite convincingly in Chart 1. 26/ 'l'hus the 10,000 persons with the highest
dividend incomes, comprising not much ever 1/10 of I percent of the total
number of stockholders and about 1/50 of 1 percent of the total number of income recipients, received about 25 percent of all dividends paid to individuals and may, therefore, be estimated to have owned, directly or indirectly,
about one-fourth of all stock of domestic corporations. 22/ Fewer than
75,000 persons, i.e., less than 1 percent of the number of stockholders and
considerably less than 1/5 of 1 percent of the total number of income recipients, were necessary to account for one-half of all dividends received by
individuals. This certainly represents an impressive degree of concentration
of ownership. In Chart I it is shown that dividend income is concentrated
even more highly than total income. 2Jl/

._----------_.•. _------------
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In Chart I three Lorenz curves are presented to depict the relative concentration of total income and dividend income.
(In general, the larger
the area ietween the Lorenz curves and the line of equal distribution,
the greater the concentration. For a more detailed discussion of this
type of graphic presentation, see Chapter III.) The data on the distribution of total income were obtained from "Consumer Incomes in the United
States", prepared by the National Resources Committee, while the data on
the distribution of dividend income are presented in Appendix I.

221

See note 9, for an enumeration of some 11mi tatlons of these data. The
data have been adjusted in part for the manner of reporting dividends
received through fiduciaries.
(See Appendix I and Appendix II).

2§/ The Lorenz curve for total income is based on the distribution

of total
income among consumer units, made up of families pooling their income in
a common fund and single individuals. Actually, however, there is little
difference between the Lorenz curve based on the distribution of income
among familles and that based on the distribution among single individuals.

CHART I

CONCENTRATION OF TOTAL INCOME AND DIVIDEND INCOME
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS
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(PERCENT OF TOTAL)
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Concentration of stock ownership

HI

individual corporations

The concentration of corporate ownership in the a~gregate for all domestic corporations, which has been described in the preceding sub-section, does
not necessarily reflect a similar concentration of stock oWllership in inditidual corporations or in single issues. The concentration of corporate stock
in the hands of the weal thy may result from either large shareholdings in
single issues or a wide diversification of holdin~s .in many corporations. One
of these two aspects of the distribution of stock ownership, the number of
shareholdings typically held by individuals, has alrea.dy been disc 11ssed in
sUb-section 1':, when it wa.s shown that, though the higher the total income or
dividend income the higher the number of stock held, even Ind1.viduals with
lar~e income are stockholders in only a relativel,Y moderate number of different corporations. The other aspect of the distribution of stock ownership
in volv1.ng the size distribution of shareholdin~s in the flvera~e corporation,
will be considered briefly in this sub-section.
Prior to this study, data on the distribution of shareholdings in individual corporations by number of shares were rare and informatIon on the distribution of shar,eholdings by market value practically non-existent. 2:.2./ As
this subj ect will be discussed in detail in Chapter III of this report for the
roo largest non-financial corporations and has been covered in a separate report for a group of 1,710 corporations with securities listed on 2' national
securities exchange, a few summary figures will suffice at this point.
The average shareholding in these 1, 710 companl(~5, which accounted for
three-fifths of the number of shareholdin~s in all domestic corporations, had a. market value, at the end of 1937, of about $.3,000. The .average
shareholding of domestic individuals appears to have been considerablY lower,
not much over $2,000. 3..9..1 However, the average is a~ain not particularly
representative of the dist.ribution.
About half of all shareholdings had a
In spite of their large
market value, at the end of 19.37, of less than $500.
number, shareholdlIlgs with a value of less than $500 accounted for only about
4 percent of the market Value of all stock outstanding in these corporations
~d roughly 5 percent of the stock in non-corporate shareholdings.
Shareholdings with a value of over $10,000 each constituted only 4 percent of all
shareholdinp,5 but accounted for about 60 percent of the total market value
of shares outst~nding.· 211 If corporate shareholdings are excluded, both of
these ratios would, of course, be somewhat reduced; it is not pOSSible, however, to estimat.e on the tasis of avai lnble data how large the reduction
would be.
~out

---------_._------_._--_._--_._------_._.
22/

For an exception, see the Securities and Exchange Commission report on
"Investment Trusts and Investment Companies" Part 'fwo, Chapter V,
p. 361 et seq.

~/ This is approximately the same fi~ure that 1s obtained by dividing the

average market value of the investment of domestic individuals in
American corporations at the end of 1937, namely $7,000, by the average
number of stocks held, which has been estimated to be about three.

ll/

Although these proportions are based on record shareholdings, they are
not much different from those which I-/ould be obtained from beneficial
shareholdlngs.
(For details see Appendix 1.)

- 15 These figures ~ive a rough indication of the inequality of the distrirbut!on of ownership in the average corporation with securities listed on a
I"
'national securities exchange. The picture once more is that of a Hide dispersion of ownership which is more apparent than real.
Notwithstanding the
large number of shareholdings in most large corporations, not much over one
percent of the holders are required in most cases to account for the maj or i ty
of the stock outstanding or for voting control. These findings are particularized in Chapter III in a study of the size distribution of shareholdings
in t.he 200 largest non-financial corporations and 1.n Chapter VI in an analys1.s
of the 20 largest. book shareholdings in each of the stock issues of these corporations.
Though practically no data are availnble on t.he distribution of ownership of the average small corporation, it is, of course, knO\.n that these
companies usually have only very few stockholders. 3..'J/ The problem of concentration of ownership in these companies, however, does not have the same
economic meaning or importance as the concentration of ownership in the large
corporations covered by this study, because it does not imply control over
funds contributed by a large number of smaller stockholders, unable to influence the management of their 0\'10 accord, and bf~cal1se ownershi.p control of
these corporations does not carry with it a position of economic power.

2.

Trends in the distribution of ollJ'tIershil'

The first part of this chapter has given a bread outline of the distribution of ownership at the end of 1937, an outline which is believed to be
still valid at the present tlme in all important respects.
It is of some
interest to compare this picture, even if only in a cursory manner, with the
characteristics of the distributi.on of ownership in prior ,years and to indicate any trends which seem to have existed.
Thou~h only scattered data are
available for such a comparison, it is possible to disc!?rn and explain in
part some important trends in the distribution of ownership, particularly
in the past decade.

a.

Number of stockholders

The first detailed 0stimation of the number of stockholders in domestic
corporations jhdlcated the existence of between 4,000,000 and 6,000,000 stockholders at the end of 1927. 3.3./ A substanti al incre ase i.n the number ()f
stockholders unQuestionably occurred. over the next ten years, as there were
probably between 8,000,000 and 9,000,000 stockholders in 1937. Thou~h any
measure of the extent of the increase is subject to a considerable margin of
error, the rate of growth appears to have been less spectacular than is often
assumed, the increase in the number of stockholders betHeen 1927 and 1937
probably amountinl1 to about 70 percent. 'l'ne predominant pa.rt of this increase took place i l l the first half of the period, 1. e., before 19.3.3.

2'!1

In 1922, the only year for which such information is 3vaila.ble, about
one-half of a representative sample of companies had less than a dozen
stockholders.
(See Appendix I, Table 17).

23.1

Heans, Gardiner
(1932), p. 374.

C.,

The "fodern Corporation and Private Property,
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"Nu_b..er 6f shareholdirlfS

While the first careful and reasonably accurate estimate of the number
of stockholders was made for as late a year as 1927, there exist prior esti, mates of the number of shareholdings. Thus'it has been estimated that the
to~ar shnreholdings in A:ner iean corporations was about 4,400,000 in 1900,
, 14,400,000 in 1923, and 18,000,000 in 1928 • .211 At the, end of 1937 the num" ber of shareholdings, it is estimated, was about 26,000,000, the increase in
the prec~ding decade taking place largely in the first half of the period.
Though the estimates of the number of shareholdings, particularly those for
the earlier years, are subject to considerable error, there is little doubt
that the number had been increasing at a fairly rapid rate for several decades
prior to the end of 1932 and that there has been relatively little change
since that year.

c.

Implications of increase in number of stockholders and sharelzolding's.
19 2 7-u)'37

The increase in the number of stockholders between 1927 and 1937 was
proportionately much greater than the increase in the equity capital of domestic corporations through new issues. The proportion of the total equity in
all American corporations held by the average individual stockholder, there~re, was smaller at the end of 1937 than at the end of 1927.
The increase
in the number of stockholders probably resulted in large part from a shi ft in
ownership of part of the stock outstanding at the beginning of the period
from the hands of a relatively small number of stockholders to a larger number
of stockholders, each holdind a smaller average proportion of the total stock
capitalization. Only a r.elatively small part of the increase appears to be
attributable to the absorption, through publ1c offerings, of newly-issued
shares by persons not previously owning stock. 221
It is to be expected that a considerable increase in the number of stockholders such as occurred over the period 1927-1937 would be accompanied by a
rise in the number of shareholdings. However, an increase in the number of
shareholdlngs may reflect not only an increase in the number of stockholders
but also the absorption of newly-issued securities by persons already owning
stock of a greater diversification of their holdings of outstanding stock. 3~/

21/

The first two estimates were made by H. T. Warsnow (The Distribution of
Corporate Ownership in the United States, Quarterly Journal of Economics,
November 1924): the third by Gardiner C. Heans (The Diffusion of Stock
Ownership, Quarterly Journal of Economics, August 1930). As a result of
an apparent upward bias in the manner of their derivation, these fi~ures,
originally estimated as the number of book shareholdlngs, are probably
a closer approximation of the number of beneficial holdings.
(See
Appendix II). They have been used as such in this report without upward
adjustment.

22/

New issues of investment companies and trusts and of utility companies
are two important instances in which, it appe2,rs, the purchasers frequently did not previously own stock in any corporation.

22/

Changes in record shareho1di.ngs also re fleet shi fts into or out of brokers' names, but an attempt has been made (Appendix II) to adjust for this
mechanical factor in order to isolate the trends in beneficial shareholdin~s which are discussed above.
The effect of such shifts does not seem
to be so important as has been supposed.

- 17
For the period 1927-1937 32/ the most important reason for the increase in
the number of shereholdings by about 8,000,000 seems to have been the purchase of shares by persons not previously ownind stock. There 15 some
evidence--thou~h the data are not conclusive--of a slight decline in the
average number of shareholdinSs per individual over the period, possibly
occasioned b,Y the shift of ownership in the direction of the new smaller
owners.
One aspect of the increase in the number of shareholdings is subject to
some degree of measurement; viz, the acquisition of newly-issued stock by
persons not previously holdin~ such stock. It is estimated that the absorption of newly-issued stocks accounted for sOInewhat less than one-fourth of
the increase in the number of shareholdings from 192? to 1937. ~§/ The remainder of the increase must be attributed to transactions involving a shift
in ownership from larger to smaller stockholders, such as is reflected, for
example, in the odd-lot purchase balance on the New York Stock Exchange. 29../
III of these tendencies are, of course, also reflected in the increase in the
number of stockholders.
d.

Concent7'atio71 of stock otll1lenhip

There is, then, evidence of a wider diffusion of ownership in American
corporations at the end of 1937 than at the end of 1927, both in the lar~er
number of stockholders and the smaller proportion of the total egui ty in
berican corporations owned by the average stockholder. Further evidence
pointing int-his direction Is provided by the substantial purchase balance in
odd-lo·t- transactions on the New York Stock Excha.ni~e from the end of 1927 to
the end of 19.37. The question naturally ar ises whether this constitutes a
significant or important diminution over this period in the de~ree of concentration of stocl{ ownership in the hands of a few persons, in spite of the
fact that a very high degree of concentration has previously been shown to
have existed even at ~he end of 1937. Data on the distribution of dividend
income in 1927 and 19.37 ,·muld scem to furnish the simplest means of investigating this problem. Unfortunately the data available (viz, information
tabulated from income tax returns) are not on a strictly comparable basis
through this period. In particular, an important element of non-comparability
bet~/een 19.36 and 19"7 and earlier years 1.s intrc,duced by the different treatment of dividends received through fiduciaries and partnerships. Nevertheless, it is still possible to use these data to obtain a rough idea of changes
in the concentration of dividend income over the period from 1927 to 1937. 40/
-~---.--"-"--'----'-.'-"-------.--

~1/

The number of shareho1dings at the end of 192? was probably not much
smaller than at the end of 1928, for which it was estimat.ed at
18,000,000 by Gardiner C. Heans.

?J.§/ For

12/

d0tails see Appendix I I.

The purchase balance of odd-lot customers on the New York Stock Exchan~e
and the acquisition of newly-issued stock by persons not previously holding such stock are, of course, not entirely independent as part of the
increase in the number of shareholdings resultinQ from the absorption of
newly-issued shares may be reflected in the odd-lot balance on the New
York Stock Exchange.
(On the New York Stock Exchan~e odd-lot trading refet's generally to tradinp, in lots from 1 to 99 shares.)

40/ See Appendix II, for det.a.ils and qualifications.

A partial adjustment
was made in the data for 1937 for purposes of comparability with prior
years.

- 18 The following table shows that though there is some evidence of a smaller degree of' concentration of stock ownership in the harlds of a feH persons
at the end of the period than at the beginning, the difference is not very
substantial. Furthermore, there is no suggestion of a continued trend in
this direction, as the only indication of diminution in the concentration of
stock ownership appears in the first part of the period and there is even
some evidence of a slight rev~rsal of this tendency in the second part. ill
Largest individual dividend
recipients reporting on in..come tax returns
---" .. _.........
...... _.

_--'._-_.

Percenta~e

_----_

Largest 1,000 recipients
Largest 25,000 recipients
Largest 100,000 recipients

-_.

of all cash dividends
received by domestic
._--_. individuals

__ __
.

1927

1929

12.5

11. 7
39·5
59.4

43.5
66.0

-------

1931
12.7
,9·1

56.5

12}3,
13.1
42.2
58.0

1935
13.0
41. 2
60.0

19:~7

10.4

37.6
57.5

The same results are presented somewhat differently in t.he table belo\" which

shows for each year the number of' stockholders and the proportion of the population of the United States necessary to account for one-half of the total
cash dividends received by domestic individuals.

~2?2
Number
Percent of population

38,000

51,300

59,500

.032

.042

.048

~~}}-

~935

~,9~2

45,000

47,000

61,000

.0.37

.047

It is not impossible that the apparent shift in corporate ownership indicated
by income tax data may simply reflect differences in reportln~ on income tax
returns, tax evasion devices, or other mechanical factors. However, in conjunction with the smaller average proportion of the total capitalization of
American corporations held by individuals at the enrl of the period, and the
substantial purchase balance of odd-lot transactiona on the New York Stock
Exchange over this period, these data do appear to lndicate a somewhat wider
diffusion of ownership in 1937 than a decade earlier.
These f~gures, of course, do not dlrectly reflect changes in the degree
of concentrailon of ownership in the avera~e corporation. Such changes would
have to be ascertained by a study of the distribution of ownership in a representative sample of corporations for both the years 1927 and 1937, a study
~r which necessary data are not available.
It seems likely, however, on

1,V

,----_.. _---------,,-'-------The apparent decrease in the concentration of dividend inCOMe from the
end of 1935 to the end of 1937 is partly, end may be entirely, due to
such changes in reporting methods as could not he adjusted for. However, the direction of the change is in accord with the substantial
purchase balance in odd-lot transact ions or. the New York Stocjl; Exchan¢e
from 19?5 through 1937.

- 19 the basis of the data already presented, that there was a somewhat wider
diffusion of ownership in the average corporation at the end of the decade
than at the beginning though the difference was probablY not very pronounced. 1'd1
Very little is knmln about changes in the distribution of ownership of
corporate stock for earlier periods. Prior studies, based on dividends received by individuals in different net income classes as reported in Federal
income tax data, suggest that there was a considerable shift in corporate
ownership from larger to smaller stockholders during the period 1916 to 1921,
with little change in the subsequent years up to 1927. 121

12.1 Further eyidence pointing to a wider di {fusion

0 f ownership in the
average corporation at the dnd of t.he decade than at the beginning is
furnished by the fact that for 43 very large corporations (comprising
those companies among the 200 largest non-financial companies for
which the information was readily available) each record shareholding
in 1937 represented on the average a smaller proportion of the total
capitalization of these companies than it did in 1927. (See Appendix II).
'''This eVidence, however, is far frozn conclusive, particularly in view
of the non-random nature of the companies included.

131 H. T. Warshow in the Quarterly Journal of Economics for November 1924
covered the years 1916-1922 while Gardiner C. Means in the Au~ust 1930
issue of the same journal extended this study to the end of 1927.
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CHAPTF;R III
THE SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF OWNERSHIP OF THE 200
LAFGEST

1.

NON-F'INAr~CIAL

CORP0I1ATIONS

Scope and arrangement of chapter

This chapter summarizes the statistical material accumulated on the
distribution by size of shareholdin~s of the co~mon and preferred stocks
of the 200 lar~est non-finnncial corporations. Chapter IV deals with t~e
holdings of officers and directors in these 200 corporation~; supplementary
information on the holdings of persons other than officers and directors
owning mor(~ t!'1an 10 perC€!lt of ~,ny issue of equity E',ecurities of' these
companies Is preeented in Appendix VIII. In Chapters V to VII the 20
largest record sharcholdings in each equita issue of the 200 corporations
are an~l.yzed. Finally, Chapter VIII describes the extent of t~e for'eig.1.1
holdings in the 200 corporations. Togeth&r Chapters III throu~h VIII ,lve
a fairly detailect picture of the distribution of ownorship of the equitJ
a~curities of the 200 lar0est non-financial corporations and of large or
controllin~ shereholdings in these companies at the end of 1937.
The remainder of this chapter is divided into six sections. In tne
first of these sections the 200 corporations covered in the study are compured with all domestic corporations with respect to 5iz~ of assets, value
of eguity securities, and number of shareholdin9s using the overall estimates developed in Chapter II. It is found that the 200 lar~est nonfinancial corporations represent between two-fifths and one-half of the
assets, dividends, shareholdings and stockholders of all non-financial
domestic corporationE. Determination cf the distribution of ownership in
these 200 corporations, therefore, goes very far toward answering the
question of the concentration of ownership in one of the most significant
s~gments of our corporate economy.
The four sections then following (Sections 3 to 6) describe ~cd discuss the main statistical features of the size distribution of stock ownership of the 200 lar~est non-financial corporations. In Section 3 this
statistical discussion deals with the total number and value of shareholdlngs in the 200 corporations as a whole Rnd in groups classified by industry
iu:d si'7..e of i~suer, type and price of issue t number of shareholdin~s, and
average value per shareholding.
Sections 4 and 5 summarize the material
on the size distribution of all sharaholdings in the 200 corporations. The
discussion in Section 4 is based on the distribution of the approximete totel
of 8,500,000 share holdings by the estimated market value of each holdin~.
In contrast, the basic material of Section 5 consists of a classification of
t.hese sallie 8, :;00, COO shareholdings by the number of shares .included in each
holding. Section 6 is devoted to a discu!.:\sion of the desree of concentration of ownership existin~ in the 200 largest non-financial corporations,
for industry anJ size groups of issuers :3.nd for selected individual issues
and maa be rejarded, in mony respects, as a summary of the fi~dinis of the
entire chapter. Section 7 doscrib0s briefly the nature of the data utilized
ill thi!l chapter.
The statistical material on which Chapter III as a whole is hased is so
voluminous that it WBS found pr~ferable to present in the text only a few
fiQures and a number of charts. However, the basic data on the size distribution of zhareholdings for each of the more t~laT\ 4(;0 issues of common

- 21 and preferred etocks of the 200 corporations are presented in detail in Sections ! to III of Appendix III. Statistical ag~re~Btes on the number of
shareholdings and on the distributlon of sh.reholdings by number of shares
and estimated value of holdings will be found in the tables constituting
Appendix IV.

2.

Comparison of
corpor-at i on,<;

200

largest ncn-financial corporations with all domestic

Altbough the 200 corporations included in the study represent only on
insignificant fraction--not more than 0.2 percent--of all domestic corporatlons, they accounted, in 1937, for about 8,500,COO shareholdin8s, out of
about 24,000,000 record shareholdings in all domestic corporations. The
200 corporations ",hose distribution of ownership is studied in cietail in
·this report, thus accounted for about one-third of thf~ sharf;hold.ings of all
domestic corporations and about two-fifths of those of non-financial
corporations.
On the oth::r hand, it is not possitle to determi!1e how ma.rlY of tte
S,OOO,OOC to 9,000,000 stockholders in American corporations owned shares
of at least one stock issue of these 200 corporations. It is obvious, of
CDurse, that the number of persons holding shares of on~ or more issues of
the 200 corporationa is considerably smaller than 8.50C,oOO--the number of
record ::>hareholdings--since many investors .\mdoubt,edly ol,omed shares in rr.ore
Lhan one eQ.uit~' issue of theso corpol'ations. There ar'e ne::l'Ci,er o'.'er-all
nor $,!\lllple da.ta to serve as a basis for an e:;.tima.tc of tLe a,verag(;) number
of different issues of these 200 corporations held by persons who own shares
in at least or,e issae (the so-cLl.lled "duplica.tion ra.tioll). Use of the
duplication ratio of about 3 applicable to all ccrpcrations ;1 yields an
estimate of about 3,000,000 persons owning stock in the 200 lar~est nonfinancial corporations.
'I'he market. value of the 404 issues of common and preferred stock of the
200 corporations at the end of 1937 amounted to about $33,OOO.COO,COO.
This
~Ias somewhat over ol'le-t.hil'd of the estimo.tf.d v:).lue of the stock of all
domestic corporations and probably Braund one-half of the value of the stock
of all non-financial corporations. Of the 404 issues, 295 were 1l5tdd (or
admitted to unlisted tradin~ privileges) on the New York Stock Exchan~e or
the New York C}lrb ExchanBe. 'l'he market valll€': at tbe end of 1937, of th~se
issues ()~~reg()t,ed about, $28,600,000,000, or approximately 60 percent of th:.:;
valu~ of all ~quity securities listed on the two New Yerk exchanges and
neal'ly 65 per(;ent of that of t.he stocks of non-fiuc.r!cla'.l corporations so
ll.sted.
'l'h~~ 200 corpor;"tions in 1951-, paid dividends amoulltin~ to a.bout
$2,2()0,COO,OOC. 'rhis Has equivalent to fully 30 per-cerlt of agt~regate dividends p,,;.id by all Al;lerican corporations and about 3:' p€;rcent of those paid
by non-financial corporations.
If intercorporate dividends were eliminated,
which CBn be done only very rou~hly for the 200 corporations, the share of
the 200 lar~est non-financial corporations in dividends paid to non-corporate
stockholders would probably be over 35 percent for all domestic corporations
and about 40 l~r~ent for non-financial corporations.

11 Cf.

Chapter II.

- 22 The total assets of the 200 corporations, based upon consolidated
balance sheets at the end of 1937, amounted to about $70,000,000,000. g/
They were thus equal to about 25 percent of the assets of all domestic corporations submitting balance sheets to the Bureau of Internal Revenue and
to slightly over 40 percent of the assets of all non-financial corporations.

l/

Measured either by number of shareholdings, market value of securities,
dividends paid or total assets, the 200 largest non-financial corporations
studied in detail in this report, then, represent between two-fifths and
one-half of all non-financial corporations.
The proportion of assets represented in the group of 200 corporations
var.tes, of cour1:1e, vel~y much among the major industries. Only a very small
fraction is covered. of all corporate assets in the service industries (\"ith
the exception of motion pictures), in the construction industries and in
merchandising with the exception of certain branches of retail trade such as
chain stores, mail order houses and department stores. The proportion 1s
a130 low--not over 10 percent--in most consumers' goods industries, such as
textIles, paper and printing, leather, and beverages. In the tobacco and in
the food industries (mainly as a rGsult of the high covAraQe in the meat
packinw ludustry) however, about one-half and one-third, respectlvelY, of
total corporate assets are covered. In the ch~mical industry also about
one-third of the total corporate assets is ~ccounted for by those companies
included in t.he study, but the proportion appel:'.rs to be relatively higher .l.n
heavy chemicals. One-half or more of total assets is represented for such
important industries as petroleum refinln~, Butomobiles, steel, non-ferrous
metals and several important sections of the machinery industries. The
proportion of assets covered by the companies in the ~roup here studied is
al~o hiSh in the railroad and the electric power industries, &mountlng to
about one-half in beth cases.

3.

NU11lbet- a7:d value of shal'choldings

a.

Agereeate number and value of shareholdinfs

The 200 largest American non-financial corporations, around the end

of 1937. repoI'ted Slightly under 8,500,000 record r:;hareholdlngs, consisting
of 7,027,coo holdi:lga of common stock and 1,394,000 holdin;,1s of preferred
stock. 1/ 'rht{. f!ggregate value of the!;'.e shareholdings at the prices of
December 31, i937 alllounted to approximate ly 4:33,300, 000, 000. 'rhe 20[: common
stock issues of th~ 200 compc-.nics had an aggregate value of about
$28,100,000,000 while their 196 issues of preferrad stock were valued at
$5,200,000,000.

g/
?./

-----_.

__

.-_. ------. -._------Fer lists of companies, showing the total assets of each, see Appendix V.

Both the figll.res for the aggregate assets of the 200 corporat ions and for
the corporatiom; repol·tinE; to the Bureau of Internal Revenue include certain duplications resulting fr0m inter-corporate shareholdings, loans and
other transactions. It 1s probable that these duplications are relatively
more impor~ant for 011 corporations than for the 200 corporati6ns and that,
t.herefort.', the f)ctllal proport,lon of total assets represented by the 200
corporations is slightly hi~her than the fi rlures given. in tl~e text.

i/ For discussion of differences between record and beneficial shareholdings,
see infra.

- 23 Charts II and III show the importance of manufBcturin~ companies in
the group of 200 corporations.
(For details ~ce Appendix IV, Table 22
for conooon stock and Table 28 for preferred stoc~.) Among common stocks,
the 101 i~,sucs of S'6 rr,annfac:tur in~ corporations ,'\ccount.ed for about 52
p~rcent of tte total number of shareholdinJs ~nd 65 percent of the estimated
total nuuke+, value. Among thf.! preferred s'Locli.:s the predo.aiIlal'ce of manufacturing cOIllpnnies ~·:as only G1i~htl,y' less pronounced, t.h~ 7:3 issues of
61 m. .wuf;;:; ctur i.ng <:orporations representing almost 41 percent cf the tota 1
nurr.ber of shareholdil1gs rmu s 1.1 ghtly alTer 50 pe::rcent of the total mc:,rket
vahle of the issues include::l in the study. M~asured by the numher of
shareholdin~s and the market value of the shares held, thG most important
indust.ries .i.n the manuf::tctur1.ni;; group were petrolelllil refining, me,chinery
and tools, <,utoITJohllr::s and part.s, chemica 1s, non-·ferrous metals, iron and
steel, tobacco products and foods.
The electric, gas aDd water utility compRnies hel~ second place among
the major industrial gro~p$. The 47 common stock issues of the 45 companies
in this industry accounted for about 22 percent of the total shareholjings,
but for only 11 p~rcent of the a~gr~~ate market value.
A~on~ trie preferred
stecks, on the ot~er hand, this industry wac first in i~portance, the 81
issues of the 39 ccmpanies represent,ed acc<)u;ltin(~ for !': ll(~htl.;: under ~<~
percent of the total number of preferred shareholdings, but for only about
35 percent of the total n;ark~t va lue of a 11 such issues illc lulled in the stt..dy.
Communications ranked third among the major industrial ~roups, due mainly to
the large number of shareholdings and the very substential a~r:regat.e v(;'l.le
of the common stock of the American Telephone & Tele~raph Co. Railroads
(which had Leen more affected by the exclusion of companies in receivership
than any 01iber indnstr,i €;roup) accounted for but 9 percent of the nurrber of
common shareholdinQs Bnd for only 6 ~ercent of their a~gregate value; among
preferred st.ocks the compar..,b1e proport.ions '''ere I~er.rl.:i 7 percent of shareholdings and somewhat oY&r 6 percent of the market value of all issues
covered. The fifth major industry group, merchandisinQ, had ibout 3-1/2
per'cent of the nUlllber and 4-1/2 p~!rCf;nt cf the value of' cornmOIi sbareholdings,
but less than 2 percent of the number and less than 3 percent of the value
of preferred shareholdin6s.
The number and value of sharetoldings of common stock of the 200 corporations are classified in Table 23 by the size of the issuer; the comparable picture for preferred stock issues is presented in Table 29. The 44
gLant corpor~~ions with assets of over $500,000,000 each accounted tor
3,844,000 co~mon shareholdlngs, or 55 percent of the total number of common
shRreholrlin~s 1n all of the 200 corporations, and for 616,000 preferred
shareholdirll~s. equivalent to 45 percent of t~;e total.
'l'he prcportions represented b;~' tfiee·", glant corpc!'ations were slightly low0r whc;) :neasured bjT
tho marketn lue of the shures olltstanding, amoun·~.tng tv about 47 p~rcent
for common stocks and 42 percent for preferred stock i9SU~S.
The classlfination of shareholdings of the 104 issues by price en
Deceffiber 31, 1937 is shown for common S~OCkB in Table 24 and for pr~farred
stocks in Table 30. Among the common shareholdinis approximatdly 2~ percent
was hI iS8U':lS sellint~ at uilder $10 per share, 30 r-ercent iI. 15:311e5 f·riced
between ¢10 2nd $30, 28 fer cent in issues in the $3C to $60 r&n~e and 17
p~r.cent in issues selling at over ~:60 per share.
Amon~~ pref':)l'red stocks the
proportion of issues selling at higher prices was, of course, larg~r. Thus,
only 4 percent of the total preferred shareholdinQs was in issues selling
at under $10 per share, and 21 percent each in issues in the ~10 to ~30 and
$30 to $60 ranges. On the other hand, about 55 percent of all preferred
shareholdings was in issues with a price of $60 or more.
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- 24 Of the total 7,027,000 comMon shareholdings 87 percent was accounted
for by t:1e 155 issues listed on the New York Stock Exchange, a.s show]) in
Table 27, and over 99 percent by the 187 issues listed on any exchange.
Table 33 lndicates that both proportions were considerably lower for preferred stock issues, amounting to 66 percent for the 127 issues listed cn
the New York Stock Exchange and slightly under 90 percent for the 173 issues listed on any exchange. In other words, unlisted issues included
around 10 percent of all preferred shareholdings, but less than 1 percent
of all comlf.on shareholdlngs. Measured by the market value of issues, on the
other hand, the proportion of unlisted issues is considerabl,y larger among
common stocks because of inclusion in this group of a few closely held Issues of considerable valufl. On a combined basis, unlisted issues accounted
for about 5-1/2 percent of the total value of all stocks of the 200
corporations.

b.

Distribution of issues by number of shareholdinls and by value

'rhe stocks co·.rer\:ld in the study varied in type from 14 issues of
COmltlOn and 4 issues oi' preferred stock wholly owned b.'l a parent corporation,
and the issues held b~ small groups of individuals, such as the stock of
the Ford Motor Co., to the common stock of the American Telephone & Tele~raph Co., with 641,300 shareholdings.
No distinctions were drawn in the
!;tatist.ical pl'e~entntiorj bet,,!een issues of corporatiorls that. were closely
held, as opposed to those widely helj. While the subject of l&rgc shareholdings is treated in detail i~ Chapters V to VII and in Appendix IX, it
ma.y be noted at this point that in nearly 50 of the 208 common stock issues
included in the. tables 50 percent or more of the out~',al1ding shares was
owned by? sIngle family or a small )1roup of holders, Hhile a similar
situation prevailed among 24 of the 196 outstanding preferred stock issues.
The~e closela held issues accounted for 11 percent of the total value of
all common stock issues and sliGhtly over 8 percent of that of all preferred
stock issues included in the study.
'l'be distribution of the 404 issues by the number of shareholdin~;s per
issue is cho\.,rn in Table 25 for common stocks and ill 'Iable 31 for preferred
stocks. Among the 20B common stocks there were 24 issues with less than
1,000 sbareholdings each, includin~ the 14 issues wholly owned by a single
other corporation. The number of share holdings varied between 1,000 and
10,000 in 62 cases, which to,ether accounteti for not much over 4 percent
of the tota~.common shareholdings in the 200 corporations. The 109 issues
with 10,000 to 100,000 shareholdings accounted for nearly 3,700,000 shRreholdings in the aggregate, or slightly over 50 percent of the total. There
were only 13 issues with more than 100,000 shareholdings e~ch, but combined
they accounted for 3,063.000 shareholdings, or nearly 44 percent of the
total, the common stock of the American Telephone & TeleRraph Co., alone
representing nearly 10 percent of all shareholdings in the 208 issues. The
importallce of a fe .., widely held stocks \>las evident in the fact that the 20
issues with the largest number of shareholdings--75,OCO or more in each
case·,-whlle representir.g only or.e-tent,h of all issues, cccounted together
for morc than one-half of all reported common shQreho1.din~s In the 200
corpora t 1011S.
Amon~ preferred stocks the share of a s~Bll number of issues with
numerous shareholdings was ~omewhat less pronounced. Of the 196 issues, 34
had less than 1,000 shareholdings each and together accounted for less than
1 percent of total holdings, compared to 24 issues with not even one-tenth

- 25 of 1 percent cf all shareholdings among common stocks. Over 120 issues-or more than 60 percent of the total number against only a little over 30
percent among CONmon stocks--had between 1,000 and 10,000 shareholdings
each, Bnd tc0ether represented nearly 40 percent of the total against a
proportion of less than 5 percent for common stock issues. There were only
39 preferred stock issues--about, one-fifth against a comparable proportion
of three-fifths <:\mong common stocks--which had Iflore than 10,000 shtlreholdlngs each, together accountinQ for about 60 percent of all shareholdings,
comp'~\red to 9~~ per,::~nt in the case of common stock issues.
'I'he largest
preferred stock issue--that of the United StateR Steel Corp.--hBd less than
67,000 shdreholJings or only about 10 percent 8l'; rlLtny holdings as the most
widely held cenunon stock, that of the American Telephone & Teleg~aph Co. ~/
c.

Average value per shareholding §!

The average value per shareholding obtain~d by dividing the total estiwated value of all issues by the nu~ber of shareholdin~s amounted to just
over $4,000 fot, common stocks and to about $3,1700 for preferred stocks.
The 208 common stock issues of the 200 corror&tio~5 are distributed in
Table 26 by the value of the average shareholdi~g in each individual issue;
companble d;:\te. are shown for preferred stocks in Table -,2. Only.30 of the
common stock issues, or less than 15 percent of the total) had an av~rage
value per shareholding of less than $1,OCO. Together these issues accounted
for abo~t 1,600,000 shareholdinQs, or 23 percent of the total, but their
aggregate '!.ralue amounted to less than.? percent, of that of all 208 issues.
At the other extreme, the avera~e value per shKre~olding exceeded ~10,000 in
53 issues, compr is tng less than 5 percent of all shareholdings, but over 25
percent of the total value of all issues. The very wide range in the value
of the average share holding per issue of common stock represents to some
extent. but b~' !It) rnt'lans entirel,i', differences in t.he size of the original
average investment. A considerable part of the variation in the 1937 market
value of tbe avel'age silareholding is a result of price developments occurring
ufter the initial offering. It is evident, in particular, that many of thd
issues which nOH show a very low value per avere-gc shareholding were not
distributed in correspondingly sn~ll blocks, th0 low value rather reflecting,
to a large extent, decline in the price pet share between the date of
original offel'ing and December 31, 19.3'7.

5.1

'l'he import,fnce of a relatively few large issues is also shoHn \"hen the
individual issues ar'e classified not by' the number of share holdings, but
h:>' tlit:!ir calculated value at the end of 1937.
(See Table 70, for common
and Table 71, for preferred stock.) The av~ra~e market value per issue
of common stock was about ~135,OOO,OOO, but oL~-half of the issues had a
value of about $60,000.000 or less. Among preforred stocks the average
v~·: lue \.,r::l.S only (~26, 000, 000 and one-half of t.he 'Lssnes sbowed a va lue of
less than about $15,000,000. While each of the issuln~ corporations had
a~.;set,s of more than s~60, 000, 000, over 15 percent <")f the common stock
issues and about 40 percent of the preferred stock issues had a value
of less than $10,000,000. Not less than 74 common stock issues, or over
one-t.hird of the total had a totr:~l value of ;~100,OO(;,COO. or more, but
only [) pre ferr'ed stock issues exce~~der:i the, t lim! t,. 'fhese issues accounted for about 23 percent of the to'"al value of <,.11 common and 28
percent of thl.\t of all preferred stock issues of the 2CO corporations.

~I

The average value per shareholdin~ reflects not only individual but corporate shareholdings which in some cases exert the more dominant influence.

- 26 Among preferred stocks 32 issues, or again about 15 percent of the
total numb~r had an average value per shareholding of less than $1,000.
These accounted, together, for almost 25 percent of the total numb~r of
preferred sharehol.dings but less than 5 percent of their aggregate value.
There w~re onls 35 preferred stock issues with an averag~ value per shareholding of *10,000 or more, accounting for merely :5 percent of all shareholdings, but for about 23 percent of the total value of ~ll preferred
stock iesuDs, about the same proportions as existed among common stocks.
Harked variations in the average value per shareholding occurred
also a:nong the different indur..tries, as sllown in 'Pc\blc 22 for common stocks
and ill ~re\blG 22 fer preferred stocks. Among CO,i:mOjl stoc::s the average
value per shareholdlug \\'as considerably higher in the Ir.anufacturing group
(~5,o74), and in merchBndising ($5,192), than in the r~ilroads ($2,497), and
in the elect,ric power, ~a(; slld water corr.pallies (~;2, 057). Much wider variations, of course, a~e ~hown betw~en minor groups within the various industries, but these often are less significant because such sub-groups
con~Rin only a small number of issues.
TI~ relatively hi~L avera~e value
per sLareholding in the chemical industry ($13,494), in the operating
elect,ric power companies (;;::9,736) and in tr:e tobacco industry (1';:7,281),
as well as the v~ry low value in the utility holding companies ($1,190).
and in the food indu~tries ($1,782), however, appear worth mentioning. 21
For preferred stocks the variations were at least as large. Those
of InClnuf?ct.urlng coml='anies s~lOwed "11 average value per sha.reboldlng of
~4,65B, compared, on the nne hand, to an average value of $7,599 for
mel'chandisll1f-; con:panies and on the other hand, to $3,1733 fer ral lroads
and $2.677 for electric, gas Dnd water utilities.
No definite relctionship appeared to exist between the size of the
issuer and the averabe value per shareholdin~. However, there was, as
would be expected, B direct relationship between tne market price per
share and the avera~e value per ahBreholding (the avera2e value in general
increasing with hlghe-r mal'ket prlce per share) and an inverse rela tionsh.i.p
beh/een t.he average marlcet value per shareholding and the number of shareholdi~gs per issue (the average value declining rapidly with an increase
in the number of sharehol(Hn~$ per issue).
There m~y, however, be some interest in the fact that the average value
per shareholding was much higher for unlisted common stock issues than for
issues listed on an Exc~an~e, and that among listed issues those admitted
to unlisted trading priv.\.leges on the New York Curb Exchang~ showed a much
hi.gher ave . . . a.ge vnlue per shareholding than fully listed issu~s. Arnone, fully
l.l.sted .issues, tllose list·:!d on the Ne\ol York. Stock Exci1~ n~e lwd C). cons IdeJ~
ably hiiher value per average sharaholdinQ ($3,954) than those listed on
the New York Curb Exchange (~2,399) or only on national securities exchanges
out.side of ·Eew York ($1,228). The same relationship ;.\revalled amoIlg issues
of pre ferred staelt, wi th the exception tha. t the unlisted issues had an
average value per sh~reholding considerably below that of the listed issues,
due ~rimarilY to the relative preponderance in this group of a sizable
numb",r vf small shareholdings in low-priced ut.ility iSE:ues.

2/

'rbeSl~ d1fft;re.:1ces, obv.i.ously, are partly due to the appreciation and depreciation of the shares of these corr.panies after original distribution.
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Proportion of odd-lot and full-lot shareholdinf$

Tables 22 to 33 shows the number of shareholdings of 100 shares or less
nnd the number Rnd market value of the shar~s included in these holdings
separatel~1 from si!11ilar information for shareholdini.~s in blocks of oVer
100 shares.
This is roughly equivalent to tho ~lstinction between odd lots
and full lots. g/
For all 208 common stock issues taken together 88 percent of

t~e

7,027,000 shareholdings fell into the category of 10C shares or less.
As
it 1.s known from several samples that lots of exactl,Y 100 shares consti-

tuted only about

5 percent of the total number of

shareholdin~s,

it may

be ~stimated that, odd-lot shareholdings accounted for somewhat under 85
percent of all common shareholdin~s in the 200 corporations. The proportion was considerably hlgher amanS preferred stocks, where holdin~s of 100

shares or less accounted for 93.,3 percent of all shareholdin~s and where
odd-·lot sharehoidings may be estimated to have represented Clbout 5'0 percent
of the total.
Nctwithstandin~

their numerical preponderance,

holdin~s

of 100 shares

or less accounted for only 17.6 percent of all common shares and for 33
percent of all preferred shares of the 200 corporations. Again tentatively
adjusting for lots of eJ{c,ctl~' 100 sht'.res, it appears that odd lots accounted
for somwha t less than 15 percent of COlTimon shares and a little less than .30
percent of' pr'e ferred shares t whether measured by the nUlIIber of sha.res he Id
or by their aggre~ate m3rket value. Combining common and preferred stocks,
odd-lot shareholdings seemingly represented nearl~ seven-eighths of the
total number of sbareholdinis, but accounted for not much over one-fifth of
the tot!).l market. value of all shares in the 200 corporations.
Differences amonr~ h:dustries in t!1e prop;::.rtion of shareholdings in lots
of 10e shar~s or less were not very l;n'ge for either COl!!mon or pref~rred
stocks. The proportion of shares included in such shareholdings of 100
shares or less, on the other hand, varied considerably. Cf the common stocks
of manufacturing companies, 18 percent of the outst2ndin~ shares was held in
lots of 100 shares or less, compared to 24 percent for railroads and over 41
percent for communication companies (chiefly American Telephone ~ Telegraph
Co., on the one hand, Bnd 16 percent for merchandising companies and 14
percent for eiectrlc, das and water utilities, on the other. Among preferred
stocks the proportion am0unted to about 35 percent for manufacturin~ corporatio~n and 34 percent for utility companies, compared to only 25 parcent
i\')r r;d.lrm~ds and 12-1/2 perCf)ut for both 1::erchandislnJ a.nd cCl1':munication
companies •
. !n genural, the proportion of shareholdings in lots of 100 shares or
less tended to increase with a rise in the market price of the issue. No
clear relot.l.o:1sh.lJ? ex.isted betHeen the proI;ortion of shareholdint::s of 100
shares and l.ess and the size of the issuer or the r!H.\rket value of' the average sharehDlciin~. The proportion of shareholdin~s of lCO shares and less

"._,,------York SLoc:~ Exchang~) "odd-lots" ~:len'=I'<lJ.ly r'efer to .lot" from
1 to 99 shares. Thus, a lot of exactl~ 100 shares is ordinarily re~arded
as ~, 1'ou.1d lot" wh.i le in 'rar Ies 22 to 3.3 bloc 1:s of 100 shares are combined
\-litb those of 1-·99 sha.res. This particular cle.$~ificaticn \>las made necessary by the terminology of the original questionn~ire of the Research
Division of the Securities and Exchange Commission.

§./ ('in t.he
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and of the shares included in such holdings tended to increase somewhat
with the number of shar~hcldin~s per issue. Issues admitted to full trading
privileges on any exchange showed higher proportions of holdin~s of 100
shares or less and of shares included in such holdings than issues admitted
to unlisted trading privileges only, and for common stocks, higher propurtions than both issues not listed on any national securities exchange or admittert to unlisted trading privileges only.
4.

The value distribution of shareholdings

In distinction to the presentation in Tables 22 to 33 of shareholdings
in the 404 corrHnon ~ind pre·fel'reel issues of the 200 l;:1.ri'~st non-·financial corporations in terms of significant over-all figures, Tables 34 to 45 present
a detailed breakdown of total shareholdinQs by dollar value groups.

a.

Nethod of computation

In tl':e orl~inc;l schedule submitted by these companies to the Securities
and Exchange Commission, the size distribution of holdings was based on the
nur:ber of shares in each ho11ing. 9.1 Seven siz.e classes (I-Ie, 11-25, 26-100,
101-5()O, 501-1,000, 1,001-5.000, and over 5,000 sl:ar(~s 0r similar f~roups)
were available for prnctically all issues with the exception of the largest
issues for which more detailed information was generally given. To transform
this classification of shareholdinis for each issue from a shara basis to a
value basis--a tr<J.nsformatlon essential f01' s(;;!veral comparlsons--ti1e limits
of each sil.t:' class were Dlultiplied by the price per share on December 31,
1937 \-lith the result t.hat the value lim.i.ts for each size clas~ differed from
issue to issue. 12/ In order t.o t<l'OUp different issues together 1 twas essantial to UBe some uniform classification. For this purpose, five value
classes of shareholdlngs were let up, the lowost class including all shareholdln~s with a value of $500 or less, the second to fourth consisting of
those with values of ~501-$1,OOO, 1,001-$5,000 and $5,OC1-tlO,OOO respective1,Y, whih: the fift. h va.lue class comprised all sharcholdinljs valuc·d at over
t1U,OOO.
In cases where the o1'i01na1 market value range, derived by multiplYin~ the limits of B size class in a sin,le issue by th~ price per share,
overlapped two or more of these five uniform value classes, shareholdings had
to be allocated amon~ them by interpolation. This was done on the assumption
of an even d~,tribution of shareholdings within the original size classes
except for t.oe highest size group (over 5,000 Shares) for which information,
aval1abla in most cases on the actual size of the twenty largest stockhcldiugs, was used as the basis for allocation. This procedure inevitably results in some distortion of the actual distribution in many individual issues and for small groups of issues. 4owever, judQing from tests which
have been made, the shortcomings of this method of transforming size classes
(in. terms of number of shares) into value classes of shareholdin~B do not
appear to be serious enough to invalidate any ~eneral conclusions.

--_.
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These dat.a will be discussed infra..
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For example, the value limitfl of th •.': 1-10 share ~roup would be :1;25 a.nd
$250 for an issue selling at $25 per share, while they would be $75 and
$750 for an issue selling at ~75 a share.
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Common and prefen-ed stock issues

Chart IV shews the number of shareholdlngs in each of the five value
classes separately for common and for 9referred stocks. Nearly one-half
of the 7,027,000 common shareholdinJs had a value of $500 or less at the
prices of December 31, 1937. Holdings with a value of $501-$1,000 constituted about 16 percent. of t,he total number of common shareholdintiS,
while those with a value of $1,001-$5,000 each amounted to about 25 percent
of the total number. Only slightly less than 5 percent of all shareholdin~s had a value individually of $5,001 to tlO,OOO, Bnd of over $10,000
respecti ve ljr.
Among the 1,394,000 preferred shareholdinga the percentage cf holdin~s
with a value of $500 O~ less was about 10 percent lower than that among
COmm,)!l Gtocks. Eacl1 of the other four value troups accounted fer a somewhat hiiher p~rcenta~e among preferred shareboldings than amon~ common, the
difference being particularly visible in the higher proportion of holdings
valued between t501-¢1,OOO and $5,OOI-~10,OOC.
~aking common and preferred stock issues to(ether, it aFpe~rs th~t
about 4,OCO,OCO shareholdings, or slightly less than one-h~lf of the total
number, had a value of $500 or les3. About 1,375,000 or 16 percent of all
sbareholdings were valued from $501-$1,000, aud about 2,180,000 or almost
26 percent had a value of $1,001-$5,000. There were only about 450,000
shareholdings (5 percent of the total), however, with a value of ¢5,OOl$10,000 Bnd 414,OGO shareholdings (5 percent) valued at over $10,000.

c.

D·if.fl!rences

01ltO?!J!

indrJstt'ial groups

Among the major industriDI Qroups, holdings of lowest value (i.e. up
to ~5GO) W9re relativel~ most numerous among the electric, gas and water
utilities for the common stock issues and among the railroads for the preferred stoeles.
(See Table .34 for comm0J1 stock and 'labl-= 40 for preferred
stock.) Among tile common stocks generall,v--except for a fe\V industrial
subdivisiom, dominated by high-priced, wide·ly-held isr-ues or those rel'lecting excl~sively the eituation in some closely-held companies--the distribution pattern of greatest freqnency was one of largest nur,1hel' of shareholdin~s in the value group up to $500, sharp recession in the ~50l-$1,000 value
claRs, subBt~~tial rise to a secondary peak in the $1,001-$5.000 group and
precipitate tapering off beyond that lovel. 1~e mere exceptional pattern
of projressive decline in number of shareholdings from one value group to
anoth~r wes shown in only a few instances, most notably by department stores
and utility holding companies.
Over :;0 percent of all common shareholdin~s fell into the low,,-,st
value class (that of up to $500) in the groups comprising food and related products, textiles, paper and allied products, tire and other rubber
products, automobiles and parts, department stores, amusements, all subgroups of the transportation industry and electric, ~as a.nd water utilit,Y

CHART IV
ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION BY VALUE OF SHAREHOLDINGS OF COMMON AND PREFERRED STOCK
OF 200 LARGEST NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
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30 holdint' companies. 111 Tn most of the other industrial sllbgroups the
proportion of total common shareholdings with a value of $5CO or less
ransed from 30 percent to 50 percent.
AmonA the companies in the tobacco products, chemical, miscellaneous
maLufacturing industrleu, und communications, however, less than 30 percent
of all common shareholdings fell ir.tCl this lowest valu(~ class. Lumber and
lumber products, printing and publishing, and the wholesale, commission
Bnd brokera@6 group among the merchandising i5sues were the only industrial
~roups which showed tl~e largest number of shareholdings ill the highest
value C13ss--a result to be expected in view of the fact that these sub~roups consisted of but one issue each and reflected the situation in three
of the most closely-held amon~ the 200 companies, namely, Weyerhaeuser
Timber Co., l:earst Consolidat(~d Publications, Inc. und Anderson, Clayton
& Co. AmoDQ the major ~roups represented by a larger number of companies,
th(') smallest proportion of all common shareholdinl~s t.o fall in the top
value class was in the electric, ~as and water utility holding companies.
Amollg the preferred stocks (Table 35), the shareholdings with 8, value
of t~oc or less accounted for over 50 percent of all holdings in only a
handful of industrial ~roups, in particular the extractiv~ industries,
textiles, printing and publishing, amusement and all divisions of transportation. The significance of this concentration was greatest in the
case of the railroads because of the relatively heavier coverage of the
fle·l:d. In general, tr.e ra.n~~e of Variation amor!f5 the verious va lue classes
was wider for preferred shareholdings than for the correspondinQly ~rouped
common shareholdin~s because of the nlore numerous L"'lstZlnces <.t.!llOl\~~ the
pr~feI'reds i.n \>Ihieh individual issues dominated t.he composit(; industria,l
picture.
d.

Other differences

The largest proportion of common shareholdings in the lowest value
clCl.ss and the smallest proportion of he,l:lines in the highest value class
were found, according to Table 35. amon~ the cO~l~;:,nies wi th a~;sets of under
i1)100,OOO.OOO.

The smallest. relativf': propertior; r;,f holdinris in the lowest

value class and the largest in the intermediate $1,OG1-~5,GOO group occurred in corporations with assets of $200,000,000 to ~500,OOO,OUC. The
dlstrlbutio~' pattern of shBrAholding~ by value in companies with a3sets of
~50a,ooo,oOO and over approximated more clo~elY that of the lowest asset
class than that of' eitber of the intermediate si?,e groups. In these If'.rgcst
of th0 200 corporations, a little over 50 percent of all holdings h&d B
value of $500 or less while only 4.3 percent were valued in excess of
~10,OOC.

11/

Concentl'at.ion in thl:! lo"rest value grouF is, ()f course, more' significant
in such cases as the electric, gas and water utility holding companies,
the ralll'O<H1S and tb.: food products among the illduf)trl.n Is tlH1.n irl the
textile and paper companies, for example, because of the more substantial co\'erage in the fOl'!1lc:r inst.anc(~s.

- 31 Among the preferred shareholdin~s, classified by size of corporation
(Table 41), the variation in the proportion of holdings falling within the
various value classes was less pronounced than among the common shareholdings. In ~eneral, however, the proportion of total holdings have a value
in excess of $5,000 was somewhat lartier atr.on~ the preferred issues, but in
none of the size groups did the proportion of holdings valued under $5,000
drop below about 85 percent of t.he total.
In the clas9ification of shareho1dings by market price of shares at
December .31, 193'7 (:3t.'lC '1'ablc .36 for common st.ocks Blld lIable 42 for preferred stocks), there appears an obvious inverse correlation between price
of issue and proportion of holdings in the lowest value class; the higher
priced the issue, the lower the proportion of holdings in th~ lowest value
class. The reverse situation occurred, thcu~hless clearly, in the highest
value group, t.he proportion of such holdin~B rising steadily with increase
1n \lric(:J of the issue.
The classification by number of s:,areholdings per issue (Table ?/1 for
common stocks and Table 43 for preferred stocks) glves, naturally enough, a
rather clear-cut impression of the effect of disp~rsion of ownership upon
the distribution of holdin~s among t.he vatiou$ value ~roups. The larger the
number of shareholdinQs per issue, the heavier the concentration of shareholdings in the loweEt value ~roup and the smaller the proportion of holdIngs in the highest value class. Of the 52 shareholdings of the 17 common
stock issues with less than 100 holdings each, only 6 were valued at less
than $500 or less and 32 had a value in excess of ¢10,OOO. At the opposite
extreme, of t.he 3,063,000 holdinf~s in the 13 comm,:>n stock issues with
100.000 stockholders or more, about 52 percent were valued at u~ to $500 and
fe~er than 4 percent had a value in excess of $10.000.
AmonQ the preferred
stocks thA same general t.endencies in the relationship between number of
holders pel' issue and proport.ion of holdines in the various v8.lue Croups
appeared, except for the more moderate v3riation in percentages from the more
closely to the more widely held issues.
When related to the market value of the average shareholding per issue,
the distribution of shareholdings by value ~roups (see Table 38 for common
stocks and Table 44 for preferred ~tocks) followed the same general pattern
as appeared in the classification by Market price per issue.
The distribution of shareholdings among the various value groups by
the listing status of the shares (see Table 39 for corrmon stocks and Table
45 for pr0ferred stocks) shows that among the listed common stock issues of
registered corporatIons, those listed on the New York Stock Exchange had the
smallest percentage of holdings in the lowest value class and tbe hi~hest.
percentage of holdings in the highest value class. This was true of the
preferred stocks as well. As between listed and unlisted issues, however,
the preferred and common st.ocks exhibited markedly divergent tend~ncies.
Among common stocks, the unlisted issues showed a very mu~h smaller percentage of shareholdin~s in the lowest value class than the listed issues
and a very much larger percentage of holdings in the highest value class.
Among preferred stock issues no such differences appeared.
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Distribution of total shareholdines by Slze of individual holdini

In contrast to the distribution of all book share holdings in the 200
corporatlons bjr va.lue of holdlnp,s discussed in Section 4 (Tables 34 to 45),
Tables 46 to 69, reflect the distribution of these holdings on the basis of
the number of shares in each holding. Because of the lacl~ of complete uniformity 1n the size intervals among which the original data on sharsholdings
were distributed, the tabular presentation in this instance has of necessity
been made in two sections for each type of stock, common and preferred.
Accompanying each of the Tables IV-25 through IV-36, Vlhich cover the companies submitting the information for seven size classes exactly as defined
in the questionnaire, is a sllbsidi<1.ry table presenting, on a comparable
baSiS, similar data relating to that minority of issues for which the reports deviated more or less from the pattern of distribution by size asked
for in the questionnaire. !~/

For 175 of the 208 common stock issues, and 176 out of the 196 preferred stock lssues, dRta were avallable on a comparable basis for the seven
intervals request.ed in the questionnaire, 1.
1-10; 11-25; 26-100; 101-500;
501-1,000; 1,001-5,000 and over 5,000 shareH. The common stock issues for

e.,

which the intormation was available in this standard form accounted for almost 59 percent of the total common shareholdings, about 70 percent of all
outstandine shares and about 68 percent of the total value of all 205 stock
issues. Coverage was mor~ nearly complete for preferred stocks, about 87 percent of agGre~\at.e holdings and outstanding shares and 86 percent of aggregate
value being represented by issuc:s with the data in stanJard form.
By combination of the tables for the distribution in standard and in
irreeular fOl'm 1 t is found that of the total 7,027,000 shareholdings in all
208 common stock issues, about 88 percent comprise(l 100 shares or less,
almost 10 percent ranged individually from 101-500 shares each and a little
over 1 percent from 501 to 1,000 shares, while less than 1 percent fell in
the 1,001-5,000 share category and about one-fourth of 1 percent comprised
over 5,000 share~ each. The corresponding proportions of total shares held
were 17.6 percent for the 1-100 share group, 21.1 percent for the 101-1,000
share group, 12.8 percent for the 1,001-5,000 share group and 48.4 percent
for the one-fourth of 1 pcrc0nt of holdings with over 5,000 shares each--confirmation once again of the tendencjY evident in several phases of this study
toward concentration of ownershlp of a preponderant proportion of total common shflreholdJngs among a very 11ml ted percentage of all holdings.
Jud~ing by the 175 common stock lssues for which a uniformly detailed
subdiVision of holdings of 100 9hares or less was available, about 33 percent of total such holdings included 1-10 shares; 24 percent, 11-25 shares:
and 31 percent., 26-100 shares. The corre:,ponding proportions of shares held
were 1-1/4 percent for all holdings of 1-10 shaI'es each, 3 percent for those
of 11-25 shares nnd about 12 percent for the holdings comprisinQ 26-100
shares each. 1'2./

1~1

'l'he most common difference between "t.he size distributions in standard
form and those in irregular form were in the groups within the limits
np to 100 shares. Variations here were so numerous as to make uniform
clusslfication within narrower limits impossible.

U/

More complete coverage of <Lll 208 common st.oel.; issues in this detailed
comparison would have resulted in some, but apparently only moderate,
modification of these percentage relationships.

- 33 COlilbinin~ corresponding tabulations among the pr':)ferred stocks, it ap-

pears that of the total 1,394,000 shareholdings in all 196 issnes, a little
over 93 pl;rcent comprised 100 shares or less, about 6 percent ranged individually from 101-500 sila,res eacb, about one-half of 1 percent from 501 to
1,000 shares and le!::s than one-half of 1 percent from 1,001-5, 000 shares

each, while only one-tenth of 1 percent included in excess of 5,000 shares.
The corresponding proportionE: of total shares held w~re, in the same order,
33.0 percent, 20.9 percent, 7.2 percent, 14.3 percent and 24.6 percent-confirmation from a different approach of the previously noted lesser degree
of concentration among preferred than among common shareholdings.
Holdings
of over 1,000 shares accounted for only 40 percent of all outstanding preferred shares, compared to over 60 percent among common stocks.
Touching briefly upon som~ of th~ more salient points of similarity and
contrast in size distribution between preferred and common shareholdings in
reletlon to various basic characteristics, it 1s noted from the asset size
classification (Tables 48 and 49, for common stocks and Tables 60 and 61, for
pr~ferred stocks) that the percentage of shBreholdings in each of the groups
over 25 shares is lower among preferred than among common stocks regardless
of asset size of the issuer corporation. In the 11-25 share group proportionate holdings are about the same. In the 1-10 share group, however, tendencies are reversed, and the proportion of such holdings is sharply higher
for preferred thon for COl'lnlOn stock issues.
(Much of the difference be·tween
preferred and common stock. is, of course, d:.te to the higher l?verage price at
which preferred stocks sell.) In relation to total shares outstanding, the
proportion of shares held in every size class is uniformly hiJher for preferred thAn for common stock in all but the top cateQory of over 5,000
shares. lif

The size classification of shareholdin~s by market price of shares at
December 31, 1937 (see Tables 50 and 51, for common stocks and Tables 62
and 63 for preferred stocks) fails to show any cl~8rly defined relationship
between the proportion of share holdings falling within the various size
groups and the price of the issue.
Among the preferred stocl~s there appears a tendency toward steady diminution in the ~roportion of holdings in the SiZ9 groups ove~ 100 shareE
:?nd, to a lesser extent, in the 26-100 share group as iflell, with increase
in the number of shnreholdiuge per issue.
(Tables 52 and 53, for common
stock and Tabl·es 64 and 65, for preferred stock.) Among th!"! common stocks
this tendency does not become clearly establish~d until the 501-1,000 share
group 1s reached. In bot!1 types of stock, on the other h?nd, but leGs
clearly among the preferrcds, one notes among size groups from 100 shRres
down--varticularly in the groups composed of 1-10 and 11-25 shares--a definite trend toward steady rise in proportion of shareholdings with increase
in number of shareholdings per issue.
The classification by listing stAtus (see Tables 56 and 57, for co~mon
stock and Tables 68 and 69, for preferred stock) provides corroborative evidence of the difference in type of holdin~ in unlisted preferreds as opposed
to unlisted common stocks, unlisted preferred stocks showing a heavy concentra,tioll in the smaller sized holdings, while unlisted common stocks show a
relatively hi~h proportion of large holdings~

--,_.

!.il

__ _-_._------

_-_.
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Allowir!g for those issues covered in the subsidiary tabul:>1tions, this
shift in tendency probably occurs actually somewhat under the 5,000
share level.
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Concentrat i on of owne rsh ip
R.

Method of measurement

The preceding sections have dealt wIth certain tot~.ls of shareholdings
in the 200 largest non-financial corporations. They have given a concrete
idaa of the number of shareholdings of different size and their relative
importance among the 200 corporation8, and have indicated differences in
size distribution of shareholdings by type of stock, industry ano size of
the issuer, price of issue, number and average value of shareholding per
iSAue. These sections have also touched briefly upon the concentration of
ownership prevailing among the 200 corporations, by indIcating the relatively
small number of large shareholdiugs and the relatively large numher of shares
included in these not too numerous holdings. This sixth section is specifically devoted to a oiscussion of the degree of concentration of oh'nership in
the 200 corporations and of differences in concentration between different
types of stocks and issuers.
As in the preceding sections, the basic material consists of the datn on
the size distribution of sh~reholdings of each of the equity issues of the
200 corporations.
Two distributions are available. In. the first distribution the total number of sh9reholdings and shares outstanding are arran6ed in
seven groups on the bas is or the number of shares in each lndi vidual holding.
The second distribution, derived from the first as d~scribed in Section 4, is
based, on the other hand, on the estimated market value at the end of 1937
of each individual shareholding; it shows the number of shareholdings falling
within five value classes, hut not the number or the aggregate market value
of the shares incltided in the holdin~s in each value class.
It is important to reme~ber that both distributions are based on record
shareholdings as they appear on the beoks of the 200 corporations with the
result that shares ololned by numerous individua.l stockholders, ge!1erally in
relatively small blocks, frequently appear as a small number of larger shareholdings registered in the nBm'JS of nominees, mainly brokers and banks. 15.1
The available figures thus tend to exaggerate somewhat the degree of concentration existing among the beneficial owners of the stock of the 200 corporations. An attempt has already been mace in Section 3 to obtain a rough idea
of the difference between the distribution of record shareholdings Bnd beneficIal shareholdings. While it is concluded that for all 200 corporations
combined the dIstribution of o\.,rnership is only slightly less concentrated on
the basis of beneficial ownership t.han on the basis of record ownership, the
difference may be substantial in individual corporations and undoubtedly is
in 2 number of instances. Furthermore, it is possible that fSirly Sizable
dlff'err:,nces 1n this respect may even characterize whole groups of corporations but it has been att~mpted to make allowance for this factor in interpretjng the data.
Ownership of an issue of stock m::ty be regarded as equally di~;trlbuted
eQ.uall~r l:-::rge or, .in other lolords, if every stockholder owns the same proportion of stock outstanding. The more the actual
distribution deviates from this perfectly equal distribution, tho more
.if ever;)" shar0holdlng is

-

.. -.-.--.------.-.---~-

15.1

--------_..._--_._----_._---_._---

On the other hand, there are a number of instances in which several
record shal'eholdings in the same stock are owned benefici",.ll:.· by the
same person through nominees. These are conSidered, however, to have
only a relatively small effect on the results.
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concentrated the ownership. 19./ '1'his concept of concentrCltioIl of ownership
has been utilized to construct, graphs, generally known as IJo'l'e,nz curves,
which indlca,te visually the degree of concentration of rt~cord ownership
existing in any stock issue. The Lorenze curves are constructed by connecting a number of points derived from the distribution data, each of these
points indicating the percentage of the total issue outstanding which is included in ~ certain percentarte of the shareholdings cumulated from the
largest shClrenolding downward. By such linking a broken line is obtained,
which will ordinarily approximate a smooth curve more and more closely as the
number of points increases. 171 The limited number of points available for
thIs study does not permit drawing a smooth curve. Thus all the charts show
the broken line obtained by linkind the actual points as derived from the
data for et\ch issue (s~~e Sections II and III of Appt:mdix III). The s1 zoe of

1.§.1 In this section, the term "concentration of ownership" in an

indi v idnal
corporation will refer to the extent of the inequality of the distribution of ownt;rship among the stockholders of that corporat,ion. More
specifically, the concentration of ownership In one corporat1.on will he
said to be greater than the concentration of ownership in another corporation when it takes on the average a smaller proportion of the shareholdings in the first corporation to account for a. designated proportion
of the shares. The particular measnre of concentration which will be
used in thIs section is the area between the Lorenz curve and the line
of equal distribution.

This concept of concentra'tion of ownership is quite un:;-,mblguous. There
are, however, other aspects of concentration of ownership of a corporation which are not covered in this concept. Possibly the most important
limitation of the concept used here is the fact that it relates to the
distribution of ownership of somo corporatIon or issue amonrs a f1rouP of
stockholders without regard to their number. Thus, a corporation might
be closely-held and yet not at all concentrated in its ownership according to this concept, viz, if each of the few stoclr.holders owned the same
amount of stock ...-evt!n thouLh .t ts o\.,nership i5 unqnestionably concentrated from the point of view of the general population or of all stockholders. For some purposes, therefore, concentration might be me~sured
by a second and entirely independent figure, the reciprocal of the number of sl1areholdings, a figure which may be used in COl1j'llllctio.n with
the measure derived from the IJorenz cuI've. Tbis second mt'BS'.lre will not
be used in the present section, but comparison of the degree of concentration among individual issues or groups will be limited to issues or
groups with a considerable number of sharoholdings.

111

~lhere are only eight, points ava,ilnble on the basis of size of shar~
holdings (viz, the point representing the percentage of all shareholdings constituted by those of more than 5,000 shares and the proportion of all share::; outstanding inclllded in these holdings, and so on
downw~rd) and only six points where the distribution by value groups of
holdings is utilized. In the latter case the proportion of the total
value of the Issue represented by sllBreholdinds in a certain value group
must be estimated, denerally by multiplication of the number of shareholdings by an estimated average value.

the area between the broken line and the Une of equal distribution indicates the degree of concentration; the larger this area, the higher the
concentration. '!..§./
The concept and meaflure of. concentra.tion of ownership, as described
above, are readily applicable t.o an lndividual corporation or, rather, to
an individual issue of stock. Certain dlfficulties arise, however, when it
is attempted to characterize n group of corpor~tions or stock issues in a
similar manner, i~e., to measure the average degree of concentration of
ownership prevailing in the group. An obvious solution to this problem is
to use the median area under the Lorenz curve, together with some measure
of its representativeness. Such a measure is based on an entire issue as n
unit flnd each shareholding re:ceivt;)s a weight oa.sed 011 its size relative to
all shareholdlnQs of the same issue only. Another measure which can be
utilized is the area under the Lorenz curve obtained by combinin, all the
shareholding~ of the issues covered by the report or of some smaller group
of issues. ThiA atgregate measure is based on the shareholding as a unit
and each shareholding receives a weight based on its size relative to all
the shareholdin~s of the issues included in the ~roup. In such an approach,
tho shareholdlnQs in a number of corporations are group~d together and
treated as 1 f tht:~y all formed part of one 12.rgt) issu~. Since the data for
the aggregate Lorenz curves have already been obtained as ~ basis for the
discuss ion of the value <,.nd share distribution of indi vidu~l shareholdings
(Sections 4 and 5), these are use1 instead of the median Lorenz curves in
the ~raphic presentation of concentration of ownership of the various
~roup:s of corporations. '!..2/
In the textual discm:'lsion, however, any important dlfferences between the Aggregate and Medlan me~sures will be pointed
out.
Two measures of aggregate concentration of ownership in a group of
corporations have actually been used, one based on the value distribution
of shareholdings in all corporations in the group, the other based on the
share distribution of holdin~s. For an individual corporation or rather an
indlvidial issue, both measures of concentration are identical. However,
for a group of corporations this 1s no londer true because of the different

'!..§./ 'fhe area betwetm the broken line and the line of equal distributior,
w111 always be smaller thau the area between the line of equal distribution and the curve which would be obta.ined if all points were
av~llt\ble.
Consequently, the estimated degree of concentration ...,ill
always be smaller than the actual deQree of concentration. The size
of this error is not constant, being larger for issues with a relatlvely low degree of concentration of ownership than for issues with
hidh concentration. This factor, however, has been taken into consictel'ation in comparing vF.l.rlous groups of issues with respect to
signifl<:a.nt differences in the distribution of their ownershlp.
1
.-""

0 /

Another reaRon for the use of the aggregate measure of concentration
of ownership was to make the treatment of the subject in this report
cOlnp"II'able to that followed in a companion report on the si ze distribut.ioll elf ownership of 1,710 corporations \-li th secn!'i ties listed
on a national securities exchange. In the companion report it was
not feasible to follow the median appro~ch in view of the large number of issues involved for each of which the area under the Lorenz
curve would ha.ve had to be determined separately.

- 37 weighting inherent in the two measures. Thus in the ag,regBte value distribution of shareholdings the same=welght is given to shareholdings of equal
value regardless of the number of shares in each holding. Conversely, in
the sh9.re distribution the same weight is given to shareholdings comprising
th~ same number of shares regardless of their value.
The share distribut.ion has the advant.age of being derived directly from the original data
while in thf! value distribution it. was necessary to resort to lnterpolatioIi
with the attendant possibilities of error. The value distribution, on the
other hand, has the advantage of putting issues of various prices on a comparable basis; furthermore, the information it provides - viZ, the number
a.nd relative importance of ~hareholdings of a certain value - is more interestind than that given by the share distribution. The relatively small
differences between the concen'liration of ownership indicated by the value
and share distributions are probably due mainly to the different weights
given to the same iSBue by the two approaches. However, they also reflect
to some extent errors in the interpolation used t.o derive the value distribution of the shareholdings in individual oorporations from the share
distributions.

The procedure descrited above makes it posslble to depict by B single
curve the distribution of ownership of all the 200 corporations or large
segments thereof. The composite nature of such aggregates of concentrE'.tion must, !1m.,re\rer, bt'~ borne in mind in their interpretation.
b.

Results

Cha:'t V S110't16 the T.orenz curves for the aggregate of all stocl{ issues
of the 200 largest non-financial corporations, based on the estimated distri bution by the end-of-193'7 value of all 8,400,000 individual shareholdings.
One curve is based 011 the al~gregate for all 208 common stock issues a.nd
the other on that, for all 196 preferred stock issues of the 200 corporat1.ons. As the I"orenz curve for preferred st·ocks is nearer to the line of
equal distribution than t.hat for co!nmon stocks, it is apparent that the
degree of concentration of ownership ,,,as smaller among the preferred stock
issues of these 200 corporations than amond their common stock iSSUeS. 201
It tool{ less th~n the large~;t 3. percent of comnlon sharehcldings-i. e. f less
than a.bout 200,000 out of 7,000,ooo-to ac~ount for one-half of the total
value of shares outstanding, and less than 15 percent of all shareholdings
was necessary to account for four-fifths of their aggre~ate value. For
preferred stocks, on the other hand, nearly the largest 5 percent of shareholdings \-las required to account for om>-half of the total value of' the
issues, and it took about 23 percent of all shareholdillgs to 8.CCOUl1t for
four-fifths of the value. Looking at these curves from a slightly different point of View, it is seen that the largest 10 percent of shAreholdings accounted for approximatelY 75 percent of the total value of all comm04 stock issues, but for only about 65 percent of that of all preferred
stock issues of the 200 corpor~tions.These figures indicate that, while

_._._-_ _-_ _.__._.-----_ _-----------..

..

..

?'Qi This may be at.tributa.ble in small part to the greater importance of
nominee shareholdings in the common than in the preferred stock.
Another and more important factor lies in the fact that large corporate holdi.ngs are mor~, commonly found in common than in preferred
l:.1t.ock.

- 38the degree of concentration was somewhat smaller among preferred than
~mong common ~tock issues, it was very large in both cases.
This 1s
shown in Chart V by the smallness of the area under the Lorenz curves. ~ll
Chart VI indicates the dt~gree of concent,ration for the preferred and
common stock issues of the three major industrial groups. ~I Apparently,
ownership of the common stock is more concentrated than that of the pre.terred stock in both me.nufacturin~ and electric, ga.s and wp.ter utility
corporations. In the relatively few railro~d corporotions included in
the study, concentration appears sli~htly hiQher amonQ the preferred
stocks, but the difference is so small that no signific~nce can be att.nched to it, a.t-.d the relationship is actu:'l.l1y reversed when the median
measures of concentration of the two groups, (i.e., the median areas under the Lorenz curves for the common and preferred stock) are compared.
This chart also indicates that the ownership of common stock is slightly
more concentrated among the utill ty corporations than among the tllanufacturlng and railroa.d corporations included in the group. '[if The concentration of ownership of preferred stock appears t.o he considerably hif5her
for ra.llro~d corporations than for either manufacturin~ or utility companies, which do net show much of a difference from this polnt of view.
The de~ree of concentration is shown by Chart VIr to be slightly
higher among the very large corporations (assets over $200,000,000) than
among those of more moderate size (assets $00,000,000 to $200,000,000).
Though the Sctme relationship is or..tained when the median measures of concentration of the two groups a.re compared, ana.lysis shows that this results from the relativel~' large weight given to the utility companies
among the very large corporations, and that size in ltself does not

--_._--------------_._------_.._.---_._--_._._-The median areas under the Lorenz curves show sli~htly less concentrstion for both common and preferred stock than ~he aggregate
arc~s, but the difference between the measures of concentration
of ownership in common and preferred stock is in the same direction and is even slightly more pronounced for the median areas.

~

?:ll

'l'his chart., as well as all the following charts, has been based
on the size distribution by numher of shares held and not, like
Cbart V,_ on the distribution of shareholdlngs by value. because
there are eight points avallablefor this slze distribution compared to only six points for the value distribution, ~nd because
no estimates are necessary to determine the proportion of the
total number of shnres represented by each group of holdings.
These data, however, are ~vailable in comparable form for only
351 of the 404 issues. Wholly-owned issues, i.e., issues wholly
owned by a Single stockholder, are not included in the size distribution of shareholdlngs by number of shares (Charts VI and VII)
but ar~ included in the overall v8lue distribution of shareholdings (Chart V).
One importa.nt factor contrlbuting too t.hiL~ rf'snlt is found in the
J.argE:~ holdings of' utility holding companies in other utility issues, apqrt from wholly-owned issues which were excluded.
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CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP OF STOCK
IN 200 LARGEST NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
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CHART VI

CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP IN 351 STOCK ISSUES
OF 170 LARGE NON-FI~ANCIAL CORPORATIONS
CLASSIFIED BY INDUSTRY
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CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP IN 351 STOCK ISSUES
OF 170 LARG,E NON·-FINANCIAL CORPf)RATIONS
CLASSIFIED BY S:IZE OF ASSETS
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- 39 appear to introduce any significant differences in the degree of conc~n
tration of ownership. Concentration is smaller in both cases for the prefer~ed stock issues than far the common stock issues. 241

--'

While the degree of concentration of ownership varies, of course, very
considerably among the 404 issues of the 200 larsest corporations, the
distl'ib\4tion is in almost all cases very far eway from the line of equal
distribution. '£5.1 Sections II and III of Appendix III permit an approxittat,e evaluation of the degree of concentration in each of the 404 issues. 26/
It appears from these data that in about one-half' of the common stoc.k issues only approximately 1-1/2 percent of the book shareholdings is necessary to constitute a majority of the total stock outstanding, while for
one-half of the preferred stock. issues less than th~ largest 3 percent of
shareholdin~s is required to account for 50 percent of the shares.
There
~e only very few common stock issues in which it takes more than 5 percent of the shareholdings to account for a majority of the issue. In not
more than a qnarter of the issues is it necessary to combine more than the
largest 2-1/2 percent of the shareholdings in order to attain 50 percent
of the number of shares outstanding. On the other hand, over 5 percent of
the shareholdings is required in about one-third of the preferred stock issues to account for 50 percent of the issue. '£21
Chal'ts VIII to X show C011cent.ration of ownership as reflected in the
curves for the common stock issues of a number of representative
companies in the major industries, a.nd Charts XI and XII present the same
picture for preferred stocks. The issues have been chosen mainly to
~renz

~I

'l'he results discussed above have all been checked by ~, partial
~~3lysis based on medi~n measures of concentration (together with
measures of representativeness) of the various sub-groups of comranles referred to. Whenever one of the three factors, industry,
siz,e of corporation, and type of stock, wa.s conSidered, the other
two were kept constant. Price of issues also was introduced into
the analysis, but differences in price did not appear to be associated '>/i th differe:lces In the dejree of concentration of ownership.

22.1

For almost all sub-groups of companies considered there is a rather
mal'ked clustering of measures of' concentration of ownership in individual corporations (l.e., the areas under the Lorenz curves for
individual corporations) about the median for the ~roup (i.e., the
medi a.n al'ea ander ·the Lorenz curve). In other words, there is a
rather hlgh degree of similarity amonS the patterns of distribution
of ownership in different corporations in the group.

61 For each
L·"

iss~e the proportion of shareholdings necessary to account
for 50 percent of the shares, as well as the area under the Lorenz
curves has been computed. These figures, however, are not presented in AppendiX III.

III

All these figures are based on record sharellOldin!:1a. The proPOrt.ion of holdings re'1uired to account for a maj ori ty of the shares
outstanding would be somewhat higher if the calculations were
b~sed on beneficial shareholdlngs.
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appear to introduce any significant differences in the degree of concentration of ownership. Concentration is smaller in both cases for the preferT'ed stoclr issues than for the common stoclt issues. '£il
While the degree of concentration of ownership varies, of course, very
consIderably among the 404 issues of the 200 largest corpora.tions, the
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It appears from these data that in about one-half of the common stock issues only approximately 1-1/2 percent of the book shareholdings is necessary to constitute a majority of the total stock outstanding, while for
one-half of the preferred stock issues less than th~ largest 3 percent of
shareholdings is required to account for 50 percent of the shares. There
~e only very few common stock issues in which it takes more than 5 percent of the shareholdinds to account for a m~ority of the issue. In not
more than a quarter of the issues 1s it necessary to combine more than the
largest 2-1/2 percent of the shareholdin~s in order to attain 50 percent
of the number of shares outstanding. On the other hand, over 5 percent of
the shareholdings is required in about one-third of the preferred stock issues to account for 50 percent of the issue. £21
Charts VIlI to X show concentration of ownership as reflected in the
curves for the common stock issues of a number of representative
companies in the major industries, and Charts XI and XII present the same
picture for preferred stocks. The issues have been chosen mainly to
~renz
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'l'he :-esults discussed above have all been checked by ~. partial
anslysis ba.sed on me1i~n meaSl.lreS of concentration (together l"i th
measures of representativeness) of the various sub-groups of comranles referred to. Whenever one of the three factors, industry,
size of corporation, and type of stock, was conSidered, the other
two were kept constant. Price of issues also was introduced lnto
the analysis, but differences in price did not appear to be associated \."i th differe:1ces in the dejree of concentration of o·..mership.

?5..1

For almost all sub-groups of companies considered there is a rather
marked clustering of measures of concentration of ownership in individual corporations (i.e., the areas under the Lorenz curves for
individual corporations) about the median for the Qroup (i.e., the
median area under the Lorenz curve). In other words, there is a
rather high degree of similarity among the patterns of distribution
of ownership in different corporations in the ~roup.

?iI,

F'or each issne t,he propo:.-tion of shareholdin€s necessary to account
for 50 percent of the shares, as well as the area under the Lorenz
curves has been computed. These figures,_ however, are not presented in Appendix III.

III

All these figures are based on record share;loldinga. The proportion of hold1n~.!s re1uired to account for a majorit~· of the shares
outstanding would be somewhat higher if the calculations were
bRsed on beneficial shareholdings.

- 39 appear to int~oduce any significant differences in the deGree of concentration of ownership. Concentration is smaller in both cases for the preferred stocl{ issues than for the common stock issues. ~i/
While the degree of concentration of ownership varles, of course, very
considerably among the 404 issues of the 200 largest corporations, the
distri bution is in almost all cases very far away from the line of equal
distribution. ~2/ Sections II and III of Appendix III permit an approxirr.at,e evaluation of' the degree of concentration in each of the 404 issues. 26/
It appeRrs from these data that in about one-half of the common stock issues only approximately 1-1/2 percent of the book shareholdlngs is necessary to constitute a majority of the total stock outstanding, while for
one-half of the preferred stock issues less than thE'; largest 3 percent of
sl'lareholdings is required to account for 50 percent of the shares. There
~e only very few common stock issues in which it takes more than 5 percent of the sh?reholdings to account for a majority of the issue. In not
more than a quarter of the issues is it necessary to combine more than the
largest 2-1/2 percent of the shareholdin~s in order to attain 50 percent
of the number of shares outstanding. On the other hand, over 5 percent of
the shareholdings is required in about one-third of the preferred stock issues to account for 50 percent of the lssue. £2/
Charts VIII to X show concentration of ownership as reflected in the
curves for the common stock issues of a number of representative
companies in the major industries, and Charts XI and XII present the same
picture for preferred stocks. The issues have been chosen mainly to
~renz
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The results discussed above have all been checked by ~. partial

analysis based on median meaStlres of concentration (together with
measures of representatlveness) of the various sub-groups of comranies referred to. Whenever one of the three factors, industry,
size of corporation, Bnd type of stock, was considered, the other
two were kept constant. Price of issues also was introduced into
the analysis, but differences in price did not appear to be associated with differences 1n the deSree of conc@ntration of ownership.

?!i/

For almost all sub-groups of companies considered there is a rather
marked clustering of measures of concentration of ownership in individual corporations (i.e., the a.reas under the Lorenz curves for
individual corporations) about the median for the group (1.e., the
median a~ea under the Lorenz curve). In other words, there is a
rather high degree of similarity among the patterns of distribution
of ownership in different corporations in the ~roup.

~(,

F'or each issue t.he proportion of shareholdil1€s necessary to account
for 50 perceut of the shares, as well as the area under the Lorenz
curves has been computed. These figures, however, are not presented in Appendix III.
All these figures are based on record shar'=!;lOldingt\. The proportion of hol!din~.l5 re'luired to account for a majori't~· of the shares
outstanding would be somewhat higher if the calculations were
bRsed on beneficial shareholdlngs.

- 39 appear to introduce any si~nificant differences in the de~ree of concentration of ownership. Concentration is smaller in both cases for the prefer~ed stock issues than for the common stock issues. 241

--'

While the degree of concentration of ownership varies, of course, very
considet'ably alTlong the 404 issues of the 200 largest corporations, the
d1stl'ib\ltion is in allTlost all ca.ses very far away from the line of equal
distribution. '!5.1 Sections II and III of Appendix III p~~rmit an approxirr.at,e eva.luation of the degree of concentratioll in each of the 404 issues. 261
It appears from these data that in about one-half of the common stock issues only approximately 1-1/2 percent of the book shareholdings is necessary to constitute a majority of the total stock outstanding, while for
one-half of the preferred stock issues less than thE'; largest 3 percent of
sl'iareholdings is required to account for 50 percent of the shares. There
~e only very few common stock issues 1n which it takes more than 5 percent of the sharehold1nds to account for a m~ority of the issue. In not
more than a quarter of the issues is it necessary to combine more than the
largest 2-1/2 percent of the shareholdings in order to attain 50 percent
of the number of shares outstanding. On the other hand, over 5 pe~cent of
the shareholdings 1s required in about one-third of the preferred stock issues to account for 50 percent of the issue. £21
Charts VIII to X show concentration of ownership as reflected in the
curves for the common stock issues of a number of representatlve
companies in the major industrles, and Charts XI and XII present the same
picture for preferred stocks. The issues have been chosen mainly to
~renz

2i1 The results discussed above have

all been checked by ~. partial
based on me1i~n measures of concentration (together with
measu~es of representativeness) of the various sub-groups of comranies referred to. Whenever one of the three factors, industry,
size of corporation, And type of stock, was considered, the other
two were kept constant. Price of issues also was introduced into
the analysis, but differences in price did not appear to be associated with differences in the de~ree of concentration of ownership.
anal~'sis

22.1

F'or almost all sub-groups of companies considered there is a rather
marked clustering of measures of concentration of ownership in individual corporations (i.e., the areas under the Lorenz curves for
indlvidual corporations) ebout ~he median for the ~roup (i.e., the
medi a.n 8!'ea under the Lorenz curve). In other words, there is a
rather high degree of similarity among the patterns of distribution
of ownership in different corporations in the ~roup.

261,., E'or each issne t.he propo:-tion of shareholdings necessary to account
for 50 perce~t of the shares, as well as the area under the Lorenz
curves has been computed.
sented in Appendix III.

III

These figures,. however, are not pre-

All these figures are based on record share;loldings. The proportion of holdings reguired to !\ccount for a majority of the shares
outst~ndlng would be somewhat higher if th~ calculations were
bRsed on beneficial shBreholdlngs.
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In most industries covered by the charts there is a considerable difference in the degree of concentration amon~ the issues selected. Among
the three steel companies, for instance, ownership of the common stock is
considerably more concentrated in the Inland Steel Co. than in the United
States Steel Corp. and the Bethlehem Steel Corp., both of which present a
practically identical picture. In the motor industry, the ownership of
the General Motors Corp. is somewhat more concentrated than that of the
Chrysler Corp. Among the large tire and rubber companies ownership is most
concentrated in the United States Rubber Co. and least in The B. F. Goodrich
Co., with The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. holding an intermediate position.
& I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. shows the highest degree of concentration of
ownership among the three lar~e chemical companies, with Allied Chemical t
Dye Corp. not very far behind, nnd the curve for Union Carbidn and Carbon
Corp. considerably nearer to the line of equal distribution. Among the
lar~e machinery companies, concentration is by far the highest in Singer
Manufacturing Co. and the smallest in \'lestinghouse Electric & Hanufacturind Co., with International Business Machines Corp. holding an intermediate
pOSition, much nearer, howev~r, to Westinghouse than to Singer.
Of the three large Standard Oil Companies, the ~rew Jersey company shows
highest de~ree of concentration, that in the Indiana and California
companies being considerably smaller. A very high degree of concentration
of ownership is shown for three other oil companies, Gulf Oil Corp., Shell
Union Oil Corp., and Sun Oil Co. Of the threl~ large tobacco companies
(taking, in each case, the voting common stock) concentration is highest for
the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., lowest for The American Tobacco Co., with
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. in an intermediate position. Of the four
larSe meat packers, Armour and Co. (Ill.) exhibits the smallest and Cudahy
Packing Co. the highest degree of concentrntion. An example of a company
with a relatively low degree of concentration is the American Telephone &
Tele~raph Co.
As a matter of fact, there are only a few issues among the
common stocks of the 200 largest non-financ.i.al corporatlons in which concentration of ownership, as measured by the Lorenz curve, is smaller.
~e

Of the six railroad companies for which Lorenz curves are shown, concentration of o..rnership is highest for the Norfolk cit Western Railway Co.,
and The New York Central Railroad Co. and lowe!;t for the Union Pacific
Railroad Co. and the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. The three operating electric power companies have been selected so as to include a company with a
very high de!1ree of concentration of ownership_Duke Power Co.--and one
with a relatively moderate degree of concentration--Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc. Of the three electric power holding companies,
among which concentration of ownership is generally high, American Gas &
Electric Co. shows less concentration than ai ther The North American Co.
or The United Gas Improvem~nt Co.
Considerable variation in the degree of concentration is also evident
for the selected preferred stock issues shown in Charts XI and XII. Among
the industrial preferred stocks, for which the Lorenz curves are shown,
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In most industries covered by the charts there is a considerable difference in the degree of concentration among the issues selected. Among
the three steel companies, for instance, ownership of the common stock is
considerably more concentrated in the Inland Steel Co. than in the United
States Steel Corp. and the Bethlehem Steel Corp., both of which present a
practically identical picture. In the motor indUstry, the ownership of
the General Motors Corp. is somewhat more concentrated than that of the
Chrysler Corp. Among the large tire And rubber companies ownership is most
concentrated in the United States Rubber Co. and least in The B. F. Goodrich
Co., with The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. holding an intermediate position.
L I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. shows the highest degree of concentr~tion of
ownership among the three lar~e ohemical companies, with Allied Chemical ~
Dye Corp. not very far behind, and the curve for Union Carbide and Carbon
Corp. considerably nearer to the line of equal distribution. Among the
laree machinery companies, concentration is by far the highest in Singer
Manufacturin6 Co. and the smallest in Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., with International Business Machines Corp. holding an intermediate
pOSition, much nearer, howev~r, to Westinghouse than to Singer.
Of the three large Standard 011 Companies, the New Jersey company shows
the highest degz'ee of concentration, t.hat h\ the Indiana and California
companies being considerably smaller. A very high degree of concentration
of ownership is shown for three other oil companies, Gulf Oil Corp., Shell
Union 011 Corp., and Sun 011 Co. Of the threl~ large tobacco companies
(takin~, in each case, the voting common stock) concentration is highest for
the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., lowest for The American Tobacco Co., with
Lig~ett & Myers Tobacco Co. in an intermediate position.
Of the four
large meat packers, Armour and Co. (Ill.) exhibits the smallest and Cudahy
Packing Co. the highest degree of concentration. An example of a company
with a relatively low degree of concentration is the ~~erican Telephone &
Telegraph Co. As a matter of fact, there are only a few issues among the
common stocks of the 200 largest non-financial corporations in which concentration of ownership, as measured by the Lorenz curve, is smaller.
Of the six railroad companies for which Lorenz curves are shown, concentration of o..rnersh1p 1s highest for the Norfolk & Western Railway Co.,
and The New York Central Railroad Co. and lowe!';t for the Union Pacific
Railroad Co. and the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. The three operating electric ,power companies have been selected so as to lnclude a company with a
very high degree of concentration of ownership-Duke Power Co.--and one
with a relatively moderate degree of concentretion--Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc. Of the three electric power holdin~ companies,
among which concentration of ownership is generally high, American Gas &
Electric Co. shows less concentration than either The North American Co.
or The United Gas Improvem~nt Co.
Considerable variation in the degree of concentration is also eVident
for the selected preferred stock issues shown in Charts XI and XII. Among
the industrial preferred stocks, for which the Lorenz curves are shown,
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In most industries covered by the charts there is a considerable difference In the degree of concentration among the issues selected. AmonR
the three steel companies, for instance, ownership of the common stock is
considerably more concentrated in the Inland Steel Co. than in the United
States Steel Corp. and the Bethlehem Steel Corp., both of which present a
practically identical picture. In the motor industry, the ownership of
the General Motors Corp. is somewhat more concentrated than that of the
Chrysler Corp. Among the large tire and rubber companies ownership is most
concentrated in the United States Rubber Co. and least in The B. F. Goodrich
Co., with The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. holding an intermediate position.
L I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. shows the highest degree of concentration of
ownership among the three large chemical companies, with Allied Chemical ..t,.
Dye Corp. not very far behlnd, nnd the curve for Union Carbide and Carbon
Corp. considerably nearer to the line of equal distribution. Among the
larije machinery companies, concentration is by far the highest in Singer
Manufacturing Co. and the smallest in Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturin~ Co., with International Business Machines Corp. holding an intermediate
position, much nearer, howev(::r, to Westinghouse than to Singer.
Of the three lC\.rge Standard 011 Companies, the ~rew Jersey company shows
highest de~ree of concentration, that in the Indiana and California
companies being considerably smaller. A very high degree of concentration
of ownership is shown for three other oil companies, Gulf Oil Corp., Shell
Union 011 Corp., and Sun 011 Co. Of the three lar\:ie tobacco companies
(taking, in each case, the voting Common stock) concentration is highest for
the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., lowest for The American Tobacco Co., with
Ligaett & Myers Tobacco Co. in an intermediate position. Of the four
large meat packers, Armour and Co. (Ill.) exhibits the smallest and Cudahy
Packing Co. the highest degree of concentration. An example of a company
with a relatively low degree of concentration is the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. As a matter of fact, there are only a few issues among the
common stocks of the 200 largest non-financial corporations in which concentration of ownership, as measured by the Lorenz curve, Is smaller.
~e

Of the six railroad companies for which Lorenz curves are shown, concentration of o..rnership is highest for the Norfolk & Western Railway Co.,
~d The New York Central Railroad Co. and lowe~t for the Union Pacific
Railroad Co. and the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. The three operating electric ,power companies have been selected so as to include a company with a
very h1.gh degree of concentration of ownership_Duke Power Co.--and one
with a relatively moderate degree of concentration--Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc. Of the three electric power hold in. companies,
amon~ which concentration of ownership is generally high, American Gas &
Electric Co. Shows less concentration than either The North American Co.
or The United Gas Improvement Co.
Considerable variation in the degree of concentration is also evident
for the selected preferred stock issues ShOWll in Charts XI and XII. Among
the industrial preferred stocks, for which the Lorenz curves are shown,
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In most industries covered by the charts there is a considerable difference in the degree of concentration amon~ the issues selected. AmonR
the three steel companies, for instance, ownership of the common stock is
considerably more concentrated in the Inland Steel Co. than in the United
States Steel Corp. and the Bethlehem Steel Corp., both of which present a
practically identical picture. In the motor industry, the ownership of
the General Motors Corp. is somewhat more concentrated than that of the
Chrysler Corp. Amon~ the large tire nnd rubber companies ownership is most
concentrated in the United States Rubber Co. and least in The B. F. Goodrich
Co., with The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. holding an intermediate position.
L I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. shows the hl~hest de~ree of concentr~tion of
ownership among the three large chemical companies, with Allied Chemical ,t,.
Dye Corp. not very far behind, nnd the curve for Union Carbidn and Carbon
Corp. considerably nearer to the line of equal distribution. Among the
large machinery companies, concentration is by far the highest in Singer
Manufacturin~ Co. and the smallest in \"estinghouse Electric & Hanufacturin, Co., with International Business Machines Corp. holdln~ an intermediate
position, much nearer, howev~r, to Westinghouse than to Singer.
Of the three large Standard 011 Companies, the ~!ew Jersey company shows
highest degree of concentration, that in the Indiana and California
companies being considerably smaller. A very high degree of concentration
of ownership is shown for three other oil companies, Gulf Oil Corp., Shell
Union 011 Corp., and Sun 011 Co. Of the threl~ lar~e tobacco companies
(taking, in each case, the voting common stock) concentration is highest for
the R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., lowest for The American Tobacco Co., with
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. in an intermediate position. Of the four
large meat packers, Armour and Co. (Ill.) exhibits the smallest and Cudahy
Packing Co. the highest degree of concentrntion. An example of a company
with a relatively low degree of concentration is the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. As a matter of fact, there are only a few issues among the
common stocks of the 200 largest non-financial corporations in which concentration of ownership, as measured by the Lorenz curve, is smaller.
~e

Of the six railroad companies for which Lorenz curves are shown, concentration of o.,rnership is highest for the Norfolk: & Western Railway Co.,
and The New York Central Railroad Co. and lowest for the Union Pacific
Railroad Co. and the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. The three operating electric ,power companies have been selected so BS to include a company with a
very high degree of concentration of ownership_Duke Power Co.--and one
with a relatively moderate degree of concentration--Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc. Of the three electric power holdin~ companies,
among which concentration of ownership is generally high, American Gas &
Electric Co. shows less concentration than either The North American Co.
or The United Gas Improvem~nt Co.
Considerable variation in the degree of concentration is also evident
for the selected preferred stock issues shown in Charts XI and XII. Among
the industrial preferred stocks, for which the Lorenz curves are shown,
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- 41.concentration is high for those of Alumlnum Company of Amerlca, Shell Union
Oil Corp., International Harvester Co. and Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp.
Ex.a.mples of issues with a low degree of concentration are provided by The
Pure 011 Co., Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., and The Firestone
Tire &. Rubber Co. The picture is similar for selected issues of preferred
stock of' railroads and electric utilities shown on Chart XII. Examples of
issues with relatively hiBh concentration are provided by Norfolk &. Western
Railway Co., The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Co., and Niagara Hudson Power
Corp. (5 percent first preferred). while the degree of concentration is
relatively low for the preferred stocks of The Cincinnati Gas &. Electric Co.,
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (6 percent), American Gas & Electric Co. 1'\nd
Consumers Power Co. ($4.50 cum. pfd.).

7.

Source and natut'e of data

Most of the basic data utilized in this chapter were collected through
a questionnaire ~I sent early in 1938 to all corporations with securities
listed on a national securities exchange. 2:.f)./ The replies received from
about 150 corporations included among the droup of 200 which had some issue of equity securities listed on a national securities exchange were made
available, with the permission of the companies, to the Temporary National
Ecollomic Committee. Comparable data for the 15 companies which did not have
any issues of securities llsted on a national securities exchange and for
about 35 additional registered corporations from which no information had
been collected in 1938, or for which the information then collected was inade~.uate in detall for this study, were ohti'O\ined directly by the Temporary
National Econom1c Committee, tlsintS the questionnaire form or i ~inally employed by the Securitles and Exchange Commission. lQl

'fl.! The questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix XI.
'?jl

For some preliminary summaries of' the replies see "Selected Statistics on Securities and Exchange Markets" (August 1939) pp. 22-26.
(Report to the Securities and b~y.chan~e Commission by the Research
and Statistics Section of the Trading and Exchange Division.)

2Q! Except for a very few issues remaining outstanding in small amounts
as a result of incomplete exchanges, information has been obtained
on all common and preferred stock issues of the 200 corporations.
The study thus covers 208 issues of common stock and 196 issues of
pref.erred stock. Lack of a one to one correspondence, between corporations and issues, either of preferred or common stock, is explained by the fact that 8 of the corporations had two common stocks
outstanding - one voting and the other non-voting - and by the fact
that only 131 of the 200 companies had ~ny preferred stock outstanding, the number of preferred stock issues ranging from one in 89
companies to five in a single company. Of the 208 common stock issues, 14 were wholly owned by a parent corporation, all but one of
which were included in the group of the 200 largest non-financial
corporations. Of the preferred stock issues only four were wholly
owned, all by parent corporations included in the study.
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CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP IN THE PREFERRED STOCK ISSUES
OF 18 LARGE NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
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CHART XII

caNCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP IN THE PREFERRED STOCK ISSUES
OF 18 LARGE NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS
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-42The ori~lnal questionnaire of the Securities and Exchange Commission
stipulated that all data refer to some date between November 30, 1937 and
June 1, 1938. This requirement necessarily had to be relaxed with respect
to the companies from which the information was directly collected by the
Temporary National Economic Committee. While some of the material thus
refers to periods as late as the spring of 1940, the predominance,of the
earlier d~ta is such that all of the material can be regarded for most
purposes as reflecting the situation prevailing around the end of 1937.
The original data submitted by the 200 corporations were expressed
throughout in terms of number of shares. It was found necessary, however,
for the purposes of this study, to compute the valu.e of entire issues and
of certain groups of shareholdings. To this end all issues were uniformly
priced as of December 31, 1937. In the handfull of cases where a market
price was unobtainable, book value was accepted as a substitute if reasonable: where book value was unusable a somewhat arbitrary value was
assigned on the basis of the price of similar securi Ues and of earnings. ll/
. As the original data were expressed in terms of number of shares, no
were necessary for the tables showing agdregate number of
shares by size of shareholdings (Appendix IV, Tables 22 through 33 and
46 through 69). The distributions of shareholdings by value, on the other
hand (Append ix IV, Tab le s 34 through 45), were de rived, on the bas is of
the price per share at the end of 1937, from the distribution by size of
shareholdings measured by number of shares.?J2/ The procedure followed
in this transformation of the original data is explained in Section 4.
~justments

All shareholdings data utilized in this chapter include, without distinction, holdings of individual stockholders, a~ well as those of corporations, unincorporated buSinesses, trusts, estates and non-profit organizations. They also do not distinguish between holdings registered in the
names of residents of the United States ~ld of foreign countries. 2i/
All of the material on the number of shareholdings and shares included in certain groups of shareholdings is based on the records of the
corporations or their transfer a~ents, which reflect book shareholdings
and not beneficial shareholdings. In many instances one record shareholding actually represents a large number of beneficial shareholdings,
while the reverse is true in other instances. Thus, a book stockholder
such as a broker, a bank or trust company, or a bank nominee, who is ineluded on the books of a corporation as a Single holder may, and usually
does, represent a considerable number of beneficial owners, with the result that the number of record shareholdings tends to be smaller than the

l!/ Treasury stock was uniformly eliminated before calculation, except
where held as an investment or reserved for a definite corporate
purpose.
~/

It should be noted that prices of December 31, 1937 were applied to
distributions which did not, in all cases, refer to ex~ctly that
date. This procedure was regarded as justified by the fact that
the number of shares outstanding, and particularly the size distribution, change but slowly.

~/

For data on foreign shareholdings see Chapter VIII.

- 43 number of beneficial shareholdlngs. On the other hand, there are some instances of holdings, e. g., holdin@s through nOlllinees, where several record
shareholdings are owned beneficially by the same person. Such cases tend
to inflate the number of shareholdlngs but are believed to be much less
~portant in their effect on the number of shareholdings than the understatement of beneficial shareholdings.' Consequently, the number of record
shareholdings in corporations tends to be somewhat less than the number of
beneficial shareholdin~s. It is estimated that the number of beneficial
shareholdings in the 200 largest companies is about one-eighth higher than
the number of record shareholdlngs, -:&./ i.e., about 9,500,000 rather thp.n
~ound 8,500,000.
Hore important than the understatement of the 'botl!'.l number of beneficial shareholdings is the fact that the a\rallable dl'lta on record shareholdings tend to overstate somewhat the degree of concentration of ownership existin~ among the beneficial owners of the stock of the 200 corporatlol1s. 11'his results primarily from the fact that ·t.he :e:hares owned, generally in relatlvel,y small blocks, by numerous individual stockholders appear
as a smaller number of large shareholdings in the nRmes of such nominees
as brokers ,,1,nd ba.nks. For a Broup of 10 widel~'-held cOl'porations, r:i/, i t
was possible, on the basis of material supplied by them to the Temporary
National Economic Committee, to eliminate the record shareholdings of
brokers and banks Bnd their nominees from the distribution by size of total
shareholdings. This elimination might be expected to understate somewhat
the actual degree of concentration of ownership since the average size of
beneficial shareholdin~s of stock held in the names of brokers and banks
Md their nominees Boems to be larger than the average size of total beneficial shareholdings of indiViduals. ~§/
The dearee of concentration of ownership indicated by the revised distribution of market value of shareholdings (excluding those of brokers and
banks) is generally not much different from the unadjusted distribution.
The difference is, of course, most noticeable in the highest slze group.
Whereas unadjusted record shareholdings of over 5,000 shares each comprlsed 0.22 percent of all record shareholdin~~s in the commoZl stocks of
these 10 corporations at the end of 1937 and accounted for 36.1 percent of
the outstandlnA shares, the proportions declined to 0.12 percent of shareholdings and to 23.5 percent of the outstanding shares upon the exclusion

?til

Cf. Appendix I.

?/i.1 America.n Can Co., American Gas

& Electric Co., The Baltimore and
OhiO Railroad Co., General Electric Co., National Distillers Products Corp., InternationRl Eusiness Machines Corp., Northern Pacific
Railway Co., International Harvester Co., Ul1ited States Rubber Co.
and United States Steel Corp.

?J.2.1

AppendiX I. Inst.ances in which severa.l record shareholdin~s in the
same stock are owned beneficially by the same person throuGh nominees
are not eliminated by this procedure. Tllis also tends to understate
the actual degree of concentration of ownership, but is probably of
small lmportance for the results.

44 of holdings registered in the names of brokers and banks and their nominess.
~ the other hand, the proportipn of record holdings with 1 to 10 shares
rises only from 36.9 to 37.3 percent of total shareholdings, and from 2.2
to 2.8 percent of all common shares out.stnnding in tlH)Se corpora.tions 1-,hen
stock held in the names of brok~rs and banks and their nominees is excluded. That the degree of concentration is not much changed by the exclusion of shareholdings of brokers and bants is shown in Chart XIII where
the two Lorenz curves are presented. The adjusted und unadjusted distributions reflect about the same marked concentration of ownership in the
hands of a fe\'l stockholders. b'or preferred stock, 3.2/ the difference between the unadjusted and revised distributions is even less.
Though for all 200 corporations taken together, the distribution of
probablY is only slIghtly less concentrated on the b~sis of
beneficial ownership than on the basis of record ownership used in this
chapter, the difference may bt~ quite considerable in individual issues.
~nershlp

_. __.__.__._ _._._---_.._----.-..._--_._--_._--._-----_._---..- - ...----...

fl./

American Can Co •• American Gas &', Electric Co •• The At.chison,
Tope.ka & :3anta Fe Railway Co •• The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad
Co •• Intern:\tional Harvester Co •• United States Rubber Co. and
United States Steel Corp.

CHART XIII

CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP IN
TEN SELECTED CORPORATIONS INCLUDING AND
EXCLUDING CERTAIN NOMINEE HOLDINGS
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